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CC-ASAP:
Hooked on
fishing day
to be held
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
It's just about time for
County
Murray Calloway
youngsters to grab their fishing
pole and tackle and head out to
the pond for some fun in the sun
during "Hooked on Fishing. Not
on Drugs."
Lauren Ballantyne, a program
coordinator for the Calloway
County Alliance for Substance
Abuse Prevention, invites all
youngsters from preschoolers
through 15 years of age to come
on out to the Kenny Imes farm
from 8 a.m. to H a.m. on
Saturday. June 13. for some
excitement around the fishing
hole. The farm is located at
.4064 U.S. 641 North (just past
'Rolling Hills Nursery on the
nght.)
''Bait will be provided for the
fishers though participants will
need to bring their own fishing
pole as well as lawn chairs,
blankets, sunscreen that you
By KYSER LOUGH/Ledger A. Times
would need for a morning outPurchase Area Senior Games at
the
during
shuffleboard
in
competing
while
shot
next
doors,' Ballantyne said. "If you
her
up
lines
Murray
of
Nancy Manning
do not have a fishing pole some the George Weaks Community Center. Murray is hosting the shuffleboard and swimming portions of the games.
will be available, though not
many. So make sure if you are
able to bnng your own fishing
pole."
This year's event will feature
fishing professionals from FLW
Outdoors with some special surpnses.
All youth participants must be
accompanied by a responsible
adult. Life jackets will be available and should be worn by
Fort Heiman property, talked about Fort Heiman and Fort cure the property. McCoy said
LOUGH
youngsters under age 6. By KYSE/t
with community members about Donelson, including a six-ques- he heard from a few individuals
Staff Writer
Although walk-ins are welhe National Park Service what they wanted to see at the tion survey that could be filled that they wanted to see the area
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took another step forward park. This is one of the begin- out then or mailed in later. They cleared, especially around the
this week in the develop- ning steps in a lengthy process brainstormed with the attendees existing earthworks, but not
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Cloudy
Thursday .Mostly
with a 50 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the mid 70s.
night...Mostly
Thursday
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the upper 50s.
Friday.. Mostly cloudy with a
chance of shcwers and thunderstorms Highs in the upper 70s.
Friday night. Mostly cloudy
with a 30 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 60s
Saturday...Partly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs
around 80.
night .Partly
Saturday
Cloudy Lows around 60.
Sunday...Partly sunny. A
slight chance of showers and
thunderstorms in the afternoon.
Highs around BO.
SPONSORED BY

Cain's won't be affected
by Chrysler shut downs
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Chrysler LLC is expected to
shut down up to 800 of its 3.200
dealerships nationwide, but
Cain's Chrysler Dodge Jeep Inc.
in Murray won't be one of them.
According to an Associated
Press report Wednesday, the
automaker plans to reject at
least 800 franchise agreements.
Chrysler is expected to file a list
of dealers it wants to retain with
the U.S. bankruptcy court.
Chrysler spokeswoman Kathy
Graham said Tuesday that the
automaker is working to reduce
the number of dealerships along
with other restructuring actions.
But she also noted that a figure
of 800 dealership closures was
speculation.
"We do not have any finalized
list as of this point in time,- she
said pointing out it was too early
to say how many would be
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affected.
However the AP reported this
morning that Chrysler is expected to tell a bankruptcy court
today that it will break its contracts with the total named dealerships. It also reported that cuts
at General Motors Corp. will
exceed that number with as
many as 1,200 dealers to be told
their franchises will not be
renewed on Friday. GM plans
to eventually close a total of
2,600 operations, according to
the report.
But Bob Stillwell, general
sales manager at Cain's said his
local Chrysler dealership will
weather the storm.
"We'll be here regardless of
what happens," Stillwell said
Wednesday, saying he has yet to
receive any confirmation of the
announcement from Chrysler.

•See Page 2A

By KYSER LOUGH/Ledger S. Times

SUMMER JOBS: Students at Murray High School pick up job
applications for summer jobs. Janeann Turner. coordinator of
the Youth Service Center, organized the event and had over
20 applications to local businesses in addition to volunteer
opportunities and a "how to" table with advice on landing a
job. Turner said over 100 students came by during the day.
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Anrke . notar
county gine

claims life
of Wire man
Staff Report
Ky. - A
.AL'itC)RA
Calloway County man died
at the Calloway-Marshall
county line Wednesday
afternoon following a single-vehicle accident.
Dennis Lewis, a Marshall
County Sheriff's deputy.
said Felix "Curtis" Blevins,
40, of Murray. was crossing
the county line heading into
on
County
Marshall
Kentucky 94 when his pickup truck's right tires went
off the road, causing him to
overcorrect and collide with
a tree. He said the accident
occurred at approximately
2:50 p.m.
Marshall County Coroner
Mitchell Lee pronounced
Blevins dead at the scene.
Marshall County Sheriff's
Deputy David Maddox said
Blevins lost control of his
vehicle in Calloway County
and crossed over the county
line before kiting the tree.
Blevins was apparently not
wearing a seat belt and was

•See Page 2A
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
he Calloway County
Sheriff's Department is
inviting the public to
attend a special ceremony honoring the nation's law enforcement officers who died in the
line of duty.
Sheriff Bill Marcum said
Wednesday that a memorial
ceremony will take place at
noon Friday at "Heroes" monument located at Murray City
Cemetery.
"It is he time of year when
our nation remembers and honors our law enforcentent heroes
who have been killed or disabled in the line of duty,"
Marcum said. "More than
18,000 law enforcement officers have made the ultimate
sacrifice throughout the history
of our nation. Countless others
have been disabled. It is important that we remember and
honor those who have given
their lives in the line of duty
protecting and serving and to
show the families their loved
ones will never be forgotten."
Chaplain
Department
Anthony Harrel!. pastor of
Eastwood Baptist Church, will
lead participants in prayer. A
wreath will be placed on the
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II Memorial ... Police,Sheriff, MSII Logs
From Front
All law enforcement
personnel of any department are
encouraged to attend.
The ceremony is pan of a
national celebration of National
Peace Officer's Day, instituted
in 1962 by President John F.
Kennedy. Kennedy declared
May 15 - and the calendar week
as an opportunity for
Americans to honor all law
enforcement officers. Later,
President Bill Clinton signed a
law requiring the American flag
to be lowered to half-staff each
year on May 15. This year
marks the 28th annual recognition for the service and sacrifice
of all law enforcement officers
in the United States.
Inonument.

By KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
Steven McCoy, park supenntendent for Fort Done!son, brought his staft to the George Weaks
Community Center Tuesday to host an open forum with the public on how to proceed with the
development of the park. Particular focus was given to the Fort Heiman area, which is located in the southeast corner of Calloway County.

•Fort Heiman development...
From Front
"The public is anxious to see
progress and development."
Comment from Tuesday's
meeting and other forums the
park is hosting will be condensed and used in developing
alternatives, the next phase of
the GMP. Public comment will
be sought on the alternatives,
and then a preferred alternative

will be selected. After more
public comment, the plan will
be finalized and implemented.
It's a long process but McCoy
stressed that the park will not be
left dorrnant during this process.
"Some things won't wait. As
we get money, we'll start implementing things," he said.
One item that could be implemented as soon as the funds are
available is signage, McCoy

said.
A second public forum regarding Fort Donelson and Fort
Heiman wiil be held in Dover,
Tenn. on Thursday, May 14 at
the Stewart County Public
Library from 4 to 8 p.m.
In October of 2006, 180 acres
of land in the Fort Heiman area
was deeded to the NPS after
years of effort to purchase and
secure the property.

Rain moving eastward
across Kentucky
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
More rain is moving through
Kentucky, where residents of
the eastern part of the state are
dealing with the aftermath of
weekend flooding.
At dawn Thursday, a flood
warning was in effect for areas
close to the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers in western
Kentucky. Forecasters said the
rivers were at or near cresting
and minor to moderate flooding
could be expected into the coming weekend.

Jurors told about ex-Gi's childhood at trial

II Cain's Ch rysler

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
former soldier who could be
sentenced to death for rape and
murder in Iraq had a difficult
childhood after his parents
divorced and at times shuttled
among friends and relatives, the
man's stepfather testified
Wednesday.
Relatives and former high
school classmates described former Pfc. Steven Dale Green as
someone trying to put together a
family from relatives and
friends after his parents
divorced when he was 4.

From Front

Their testimony case on the
third day of the penalty phase of
Green's trial: He was convicted
last week of raping and murdering 14-year-old Abeer Qassim
al-Janabi and fatally shooting
her family in a March 2006
attack at their home in
Mahmoudiya. Iraq, about 20
miles south of Baghdad.
Earlier Wednesday, two former Marine officers testified in
federal court that Green had an
unusually stressful combat tour
in a unit that suffered heavy
casualties.

Obama revives old
arguments on photos
By DEVLIN BARRETT
Associated Press Writer
" WASHINGTON (AP) — In
reversing itself and blocking the
release of photos of U.S. milipersonnel
abusing
tary
detainees, the Obama administration claims to have found a
new legal argument. It hasn't.
What the administration has
found is a way to pass the buck
.to the courts. President Barack
Obama was criticized for last
month's release of memos
authorizing harsh interrogation
techniques. If the photos are
now made public over White
House objections, the inevitable
outrage might be deflected
toward the courts and away
from the president.
The administration has also
found a way to avoid distribution of the photographs just
before Obama travels to Egypt
-to speak directly to Muslims.
'Government lawyers had prom:ised a federal judge that they

would turn cw Of the photos by
May 28 — a week before the
president's trip.
On Wednesday, White House
press secretary Robert Gibbs
said the president will try to
block the court-ordered release
of hundreds of photos showing
U.S. troops abusing prisoners,
reversing his position after military commanders warned that
the images could stoke antiAmerican sentiment and endanger soldiers.
Those same arguments were
made last month against releasing so-called torture memos.
Bush-era documents outlining
often-harsh methods CIA agents
could use when interrogating
terror suspects. Obama released
the memos anyway.
The pictures, said to show
mistreatment of detainees in
Iraq and Afghanistan, are the
subject of a Freedom of
Information Act lawsuit.

•Fishing ...

Accident ...
From Front
thrown trom the vehicle, he
said.

He pointed out that Chrysler
specialty dealerships were in the
most danger.
"There have been some discussion among the higher ups
and what they are looking at is
to get rid of stand-alone franchises," Stillwell said. "For
example if you were a Jeep only
store. The success of Chrysler in
the future is going to be based
on all three brands. So if you've
got a Jeep only store odds are
you,are not going to survive."
Stillwell said the company's
other criteria in considering
contract denials include the
dealership's financial standing,
the dealer's customer satisfaction rating, size and location.
"But once again they are not
just looking at one thing, they
are looking at a number of
thing," he said.
Stillwell said General Motors
will likely follow in Chrysler's
tracks.
"If you happen to be just a
stand-alone Pontiac dealer - and
they're dropping Pontiac you'll be gone," he said.

He said Blevins was originally
from Marshall County and was
living on Hico Road in
Calloway County.

Kopperud Realty's
On X0.11Al2
Sunday, May 17 • 2 p.m.-4 p.m.

From Front
a registration form with written
parental consent before they
will be allowed to fish.
The first 200 youngsters that
pre-register will be given a free
Hooked on Fishing, Not on
Drugs T-shirt and tackle box.
Lunch will be provided at 10:30
a.m. after the fishing is over by
event sponsors.
Registration forms are available at the front office of both
Independent
and
Murray
Calloway County schools, the
sporting goods department at
Wal-Mart, Murray-Calloway
County Parks and Recreation
Office on Payne Drive and family resource and youth service
centers both school districts.
The forms should be turned in
by June 6 with the final drop off
at either of the previously listed
pick-up locations. However
registration forms may also be

Dwain Taylor, owner of
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-BuickPontiac-GMC-Cadillac
in
Murray, was not available for
comment this morning concerning how GM's actions may
affect the business.
According to the AP report.
Chrysler has received $4 billion
in government loans, but had
filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
protection. The company has
asked a judge to approve the
sale of all its assets to a new
Chrysler controlled by Italy's
Fiat Group SpA. With Fiat'as a
partner, the U.S. government
has said it will provide up to'$6
billion more in financing to help
Chrysler get through the bankruptcy process.
Despite losing 400 dealers
since early last year. Chrysler
still has too many showrooms
too close together, especially
within metro areas. Merging
them would leave nicer and better-staffed franchises which
would be more profitable.
Industry analysts say there still
will be plenty of competition
between dealers, from other
automakers, and on the Internet.

downloaded at www.murrayparks.org and dropped off.
"In the chance of a rain out,
the event will be held the following Sunday, June 20 at the
same time, same place,"
Ballantyne said.
The event is sponsored by
Calloway County ASAP, Big
Brothers Big Sisters of
Calloway County, Wal-Mart,
Murray Independent Family
Resource - Youth Service
Center, Calloway County
Family Resource Center, Little
Lakers Family Resource Center,
Calloway County Middle Youth
Service Center, FLW Outdoors,
Murray-Calloway County Parks
and Recreation, Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
and Calloway County 4-H.
For more information about
Hooked on Fishing, Not on
Drugs, contact the Calloway
County Family Resource Center
at 762-7333 or the MurrayCalloway County Parks Office
at 762-0325.

PIZZA SPECIALS
16" Cheese Pizzo
16" Unlimited Toppings
12"- 3 With 3 Topping%
16" - 3 With Unlimited Toppings
1002 IRENE TERRACE
Charming 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick home located on a quiet
street in Murray. Home has new carpeting. fresh paint, and
large 22 x 12'8 formal living room. Kitchen is open to the
family room and has access to the private patio area. Well
manicured yard with shade. Priced at $127,900. MLS #50613

711 Main St.
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Murray Police Department
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 9:40 a m April 29 at 300
Main St
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 9:41 a m at Chestnut
Park for graffiti on the retaining wall
- An Almo man was charged with shoplifting at Wal-Mart
- A theft report was taken at 2:32 a.m. Apnl 30 at the station for a
stalen t-,”cycfe.
A cnminal mischief report was taken at 9:16 a.m. at the Murray
Place Apartment parking lot for damage to a vehicle.
- A theft report was taken at 124 p.m. at Tanglewood Apartments
for a stolen bicycle.
- A theft report was taken at 5:15 p.m. at the station.
- A cnminal mischief report was taken at 9:50 p m. at 501 1/2
South Seventh St. for vandalism.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 8:43 a.m. May 1, at 1403
Olive St. after glass was reportedly broken in the back of a vehicle.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 3:23 p.m.
on Highway 121 South just past Cherry Corner.
-A theft report was taken at the station at 4:11 p.m.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 2:13 p.m
May 2 on the corner of 16th Street and Richland Drive
- A theft report was taken at 809 North 12th St. A purse was
reportedly misplaced and money was missing after it was found.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 7.18 p.m.
at 2865 Highway 94 East.
- A theft report was taken at 6:46 pm May 3 at 2108 Edinborough
Dr.
- A report for theft of medication was taken at 10:07 p.m. at 803
Poplar St.
- A burglary report was taken at 8:30 a.m. May 4 at Maley Lawn
and Landscape Services, 512 South Fourth St. The report was
later changed to a theft report, MPD said.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 9:24 a.m. at 1111 Transit
Way.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 11:34 a.m. at 203 The
Chase after someone reported a broken car window.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 3:15 p.m.
at Highway 94 East, Y Drive.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 8:16 a.m. May 5 at
Central Park for graffiti.
- A theft report was taken at 10:51 a.m. at the station after someone reported a purse stolen from Vitello's.
-A theft report was taken at 12:26 p.m. at the station after someone reported a stolen phone.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 12:40
p.m. at 4140 Highway 121 North. A gas line was reported broken
and spewing in the air.
- A report of a burglary was made at 1.19 p.m. at the station. The
subject said the burglary happened at his 1516 Oxford Dr.
- A hit-and-run accident was reported at 5:58 p.m. at 11th and
Poplar streets.
- A report for a theft from an apartment was taken at 11.05 a.m.
May 6 at 93 Welch Dr.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 4 p.m. at 1420 Stadium
View Dr.
- A burglary report was taken at 4:34 p.m. at 1200 Mimosa Lane.
- A burglary report was taken at 10:49 a.m. Thursday at 1500
Coach Estates after someone reported that he or she believed
someone tried to get in the house.
- A report was taken for a computer theft at 1:08 p.m. at Murray
Place Apartments.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
7 A report was taken for the theft of a saw at 8:13 a.m. Thursday
on Bailey Road.
- A resident on Maple Street reported a burglary at 4:17 p.m.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
The Calloway County Sheriffs Office reports the following incidents and arrests occurred from May 3-7.
• Theft By Unlawful Taking Over $300 and Criminal Mischief were
reported on U.S. 641 South on Wednesday May 6.
• Burglary, 2nd Degree, Theft By Unlawful Taking Over $300, and
Criminal Mischief, 3rd Degree were reported on Pottertown Road
on Wednesday May 6.
A bench warrant was served at the Calloway County Judicial
Building on Tuesday May 5.
• An arrest warrant for Theft By Unlawful Taking Over $300 was
served at the Calloway County Sheriff's Office on Tuesday May 5.
• A domestic violence arrest was made on Wiswell Road on
Thursday May 7.
• Five bench warrants were served at the Calloway County Jail on
Thursday May 7.
• A DUI arrest was made on East State Line Road on Friday May
8.

Murray Police Department
- A theft report was taken at 9:59 a.m. Monday at 506 North Fourth
St. after a scam or fraud was reported.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
- A traffic accident with an injury was reported at 12:59 a.m. Friday
at Murray-Paris and State Line roads.
- A criminal mischief/vandalism report was taken at 10:02 a.m. on
Highway 121 North after someone reported vandalism to a vehicle.
Murray State University Public Safety
- A report for theft over $300 was taken at 4:08 p.m. Friday at the
Public Safety Building after someone reported a stolen bracelet.
- A report Was taken for criminal mischief in the second degree at
8:28 p.m. after Racer Patrol reported a back window broken out on
a vehicle.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies

Beshear connects with
others through Twitter

State ready for extended
unemployment claims

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Gov. Steve Beshear is planning
to start tweeting on Twitter.
The 64-year-old governor
announced on Wednesday he's
jumping into the online world.
He'll be sending people who
follow him through the Web
site with rapid fire updates.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State
announced
officials
Wednesday that Kentucky is prepared to accept applications for
additional unemployment benefits funded through the federal
stimulus plan.
An extra 20 weeks of unemployment benefits are available
to qualifying people who would
have otherwise exhausted their
benefits.
The state's Office of
Employment and Training is
notifying people who may be eligible for the new benefits by
mail. People may file claims for
the added benefits online and
could receive their benefits within three weeks_
Beshear signed an emergency
order April 17 that allows
Kentucky to use no-stringsattached federal stimulus money
to help unemployed workers who
have used up their 26 weeks of
state benefits and 33 weeks of
federal benefits and still haven't
found lobs.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• There will be a public
hearing at 5 p.m. today
(Thursday) to discuss the
proposed rezoning of two
Spruce Street properties
from residential to commercial for the purpose of being
used as a loading and
unloading deck for Kenlake
Foods
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916
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Mrs. Joan Walker

Mrs. Yvette Freeman

The funeral for Mrs. Joan Walker will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. Brett Miles will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home
from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday). Expressions of
sympathy may be made to Hospice House
Dtiiiuing Fund,803 Fopiar at., Murray, KY 4207 i
Mrs. Walker, 74, Clayton Lanve, Murray, died
Tuesday. May 12, 2009, at 5:40 p.m. at her home.
Her death followed an extended illness. A homemaker, she and her late husband, Harvey Walker,
were avid gardeners. Also preceding her in death
were one sister, Ruth Nobles, and one brother,
Walker
Buddy Turner. Born June 15, 1934, in Aurora, she
was the daughter of the late William (Bud)Turner and Lennte Ross
Turner.
Survivors include two daughters, Janet Miller and husband, Joe,
Murray. and Debbie Puffer and husband, Terry. Cloverdale, Ind.;
four grandchildren, Anthony Miller and wife, Kristi, Brandenburg,
Lucas Miller, Idaho Falls, Idaho, Nicholas Puffer and wife, Elise,
Louisville, and Emily Puffer, Cloverdale, Ind.; three great-grandchildren, Eli and Mason Miller, Brandenburg, and Brendan Puffer,
Louisville; three nieces; one nephew.

Mrs. Yvette Freeman, 75, Paducah, died Wednesday, May I 3.
2009, at 2:25 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Heartland Worship Center, was employed
by the City of Paducah Board of Education as a Head Start Teacher,
and was owner and operator of Little Country Pre-School. Born in
Murray, she was the daughter of the late Ben and Thelma Grugett
Bagwell.
Survivors include her husband, James W. Freeman, to whom she
had been married for 59 years; one daughter. Beth Trena Wilson and
husband, Carey. Paducah; two sons, Terry Freeman arid wife, Cathy,
Sharpe, and Ronald J. Freeman and wife, Barbara, Coldwater.
Mich.; one sister. Ruth Milo, Plymouth, Mich.; six grandchildren,
Terry Freeman Jr. and wife, Tangela, Lucas Freeman, Erin Kennedy
and husband, Billy, Serena Wilson, and Danny and Nicole Freeman:
five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at II a.m, in the chapel of Milner &
Orr Funeral Home of Paducah. Rev. Johnny Sams and James
Ferguson will officiate. Burial will follow in the Kenton Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandorrcom.

Mrs. Opal Blalock Howard

igh

The funeral tor Mrs. Opal Blalock Howard will be Friday at
Ila.m. at First Baptist Church. Dr. Greg Eanvood will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Mutray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be today (Thursday) from 5 to 8
p.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home and her body
will lie in state at the church after 9 a.m. Friday
until the funeral hour. Expressions of sympathy
may be made to Alzheimer's Association, 225
North Michigan Ave., Floor 17, Chicago, 11160601
or Angels Community Clinic, 1005 Poplar St.,
Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Howard, 91, Murray, died Tuesday, May
12, 2009, at Sr. Thomas Alive Hospice, Nashville,
Howard
Tenn.
A retired teacher, she taught in Livingston and Calloway
Counties in Kentucky and Kewanee, Mo., and retired in 1980 after
18 years of service with the Murray City School System. She was a
graduate of Murray High school and received her bachelor and master degrees from Murray State University. She was a member of
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association and of Gamma
Chapter of Delta Kappa Ganuna foi teachers; membeir and former
chairman of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club;
former board member of Calloway County Chapter of American
Heart Association; and served as facilitatory for THEOS(They help
Each Other Spiritually) Widows Support Group. A member of First
Baptist Church and the Dorcas Sunday School Class, she was facilitator for the Lottie Moon Group of WMU and also taught Sunday
School for 40 years and volunteered at Life House.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Rudolph Howard, one
son, Dr. Russell Howard, three sisters, Janice Miller, Martha Stewart
and Murrelle Hughes, and three brothers, Nelson, Joe and Max
Blalock. Born Jan. 17, 1918, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the the late Parvin N. Blalock and Ina Thurman
Blalock.
Survivors include one daughter, Judy Carroll and husband, Ed,
Nashville, Tenn.; daughter-in-law, Cindy Howard, Kirksey; three
sisters, Rachel Salomon and husband. Jim, and Bettie Gravette and
husband. Don, all of Henderson, and Ann Eva Maddox and husband. Jack. Louisville; five grandchildren, Brian Carroll and wife,
Portia, and Kathryn Carroll, all of Nashville, Kim Wilson and husband. Drew, Memphis, Term., Mary Kay Bowden and husband,
Brandt, Houston, Texas, and Robert Howard and wife, Mallory.
Lexington; two great-grandchildren, lack and Will Carroll, both of
Nashville.

Jesse Walter (LW.) Horton
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Jesse Walter (I.W'.) Horton, 84, Lone Oak, died Tuesday. May 19,
2009, at 1:53 p.m.
A veteran of the United States Navy and Arrny,
he was a member of Veterans of Foreign Wars and
Lodge No. 707 of Free and Accepted Masons. He
retired with 33 years of service with the Tennessee
Valley Authority, was a Kentucky Colonel and a
member of Paducah First Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Bobbie
Adams Horton, his parents. Clarence and Carmen
Jones Horton, and one brother.
Survivors include one daughter, Beth Simmons
Horton
and husband, Greg. Paducah; three sons, Kent
,
Horton, Lone Oak, Jerry Horton, Metropolis, ill.,
and Kevin Horton, Portland, Maine; three sisters,
Effie Kemp and Jo Lovett and husband, Purdom, all
of Murray. Frances Adams and husband, Bob,
Albuquerque, N.M.; two brothers, Clarence Horton
and wife, June, Denver, Colo., and Nick Horton and wife, Frankie,
Murray; five grandchildren; one great-grandchild; several nieces
and nephews.
A graveside service will be Friday at 1 p.m. at Mt. Kenton
Cemery, Lone Oak, with Rev. Tommy Tucker officiating. Visitation
will be at the Lone Oak Chapel of Milner and On Funeral Home,
from 5 to 7 p.m. today (Thursday), and from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m
Friday. Expressions of sympathy may be made to a favorite chanty.
Online condolences may be made at wwwmilnerandorrcom.
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Democrats want Gitmo
inmates kept out of U.S.

WASHINGTON (AP) New legislation by Senate
Democrats would fund the closure
of the
prison
at
Gt141114.114111U Daly, Cuba, but it
would block the transfer of any
of the detainees to the United
States
The move to sidestep a political minefield is a rebuff to
President Barack Obama, whose
promise
to
close
the
Guantananio facility within a
year of taking office has run into
Republicans and Democrats
opposed to bringing accused terrorists onto U.S. shores.
The development comes as
the full House and a key Senate
panel are poised to advance
Obama's $85 billion request for
military and diplomatic efforts
Jesse Irene Watkins Fortin
in Iraq and Afghanistan, a
Jesse Irene Watkins Fortin was born in Centralia, Ill., Jan. 5, request that has swelled by
1923. She lost her father at an early age and was raised by her another $5 billion to reflect the
mother, Lena Ann Watkins, who never remarried. She spent her cost of new U.S. contributions
school years in Murray, Ky., where she was head to the International Monetary
majorette with the high school marching band for Fund.
three years (1939 to 1941). After graduating she
The request for $50 million
attended Bowling Green Business University (BU) to close Guantanamo and transwhere she met her husband to be, George Fortin. fer its detainees elsewhere has
They were married in Lexington, Ky., on Dec.
attracted much controversy.
1942. During WWII the Army moved them to occupying many lawmakers several places, mostly in Florida, which they especially Republicans - even
learned to love. After the war George returned to
BU to teach. They were both very active with the
students and faculty there and established a number
Fortin
of lifelong friendships.
In 1950 they returned to Florida where George
taught at the University of Florida while getting a Masters in
Accounting. In 1953 they moved to Tallahassee where George took
WASHINGTON (AP) a position with the Florida State University administration, eventually rising to the office of Comptroller. In 1970 they moved to Gulf Look out Aetna, Humana and
Breeze, Fla., where George worked in the University of West UnitedHealthcare. Senators are
Florida administration until retirement in 1986. They travelled meeting behind closed doors to
consider whether the federal
extensively in those years until George passed away in May, 1997.
Irene was a mother and homemaker and was very good at both of government should jump into
those things. She had two children, Michael and Georgianne, and the health insurance business.
The government already covthree grandchildren, Jennifer, Diana and Matthew, who will miss her
greatly. The many houses she lived in over the years were always ers medical care for seniors, disthe essence of taste and elegance, but more importantly they were abled people, poor families and
always "home" to all of us. We are ever grateful for the wisdom and many children. But coverage in
creativity that she passed to us. Throughout her life and ours she has those programs is restricted to
been a beacon of intelligence, humor and guidance that we can now people who meet certain qualifications, including age and
only hope to carry on in her absence.
For the last several years Irene has waged a brave battle with a income.
The issue now is whether
number of health problems, including over a year on kidney dialysis. We are grateful to her for her courage in staying with us during middle-class workers and their
this difficult time so that she could continue to grace our lives. families should be offered the
Irene passed away on May 9, 2009. She was a beautiful lady, inside choice of joining a governmentsponsored plan similar to what
and out, and will be deeply missed by all of us who love her.
Rose Lawn Funeral Home of Gulf Breeze is in charge of arrange- they get through their employments. You may offer condolences, share a memory and sign the ers.
If Congress agrees, a public
guestbook at www.roselawn-lb.com.
plan would be pail of the health
overhaul legislation that lawmakers want to put on President
Barack Obama's desk later this
year.
Senators on the Finance
Committee on Thursday are
weighing several designs for a
WASHINGTON (AP) - with four leadpublic plan. They also will be
Focusing on specific candidates ing senators
given the option of having no
for the nation's highest court, likely to play a
public plan at all.
President Barack Obama is con- key role in
That last option is the outsidering a diverse list dominated confirmation
come the insurance industry is
by women and Hispanics. The proceedings.
hoping for.
six names confirmed as being Separately, top
The companies say a governunder review by Obama include aides invited
ment plan could put them out of
three judges, two members of the leaders of
business. and they've offered to
his administration and one gov- several liberalsubmit to new consumer protecernor.
leaning outside
Obama
tions and help find $2 trillion in
Officials
familiar
with groups to a
health care savings over 10
Obama's deliberations say other meeting.
people are also being discussed,
Most of the people confirmed years in the hopes of warding off
government-sponsored
including names that have not as candidates have been men- any
tioned frequently. Moreno - plan.
triggered public speculation.
Business groups also are
Among those Obama is con- the sole man on the known
sidering are Solicitor General group of top candidates - has leery of the idea. Republicans
already are saying a public plan
Elena Kagan. Michigan Gov, not been.
Jennifer Granholm, Homeland
The president is widely would put bureaucrats, not docSecurity
Secretary
Janet expected to choose a woman for tors and patients, in control of
Napolitano and U.S. Appeals a Supreme Court that has nine life-and-death decisions.

Paid Obituary

as other lawmakers voice growing worries about the chances of
al-Qaida
in
defeating
Afghanistan and Pakistan.
The a:.4.minit.:tration. has yet to
produce a plan for what to do
with the approximately 240
Guantanamo detainees, but
Defense Secretary Robert Gates
has said that between 50 and 100
would end up in U.S. facilities..
The $96.7 billion measure
headed for a House vote
Thursday contains no funds
transfer Guantanamo detainees,
But Senate Appropriationa
Committee Chairman Daniel
Inouye,
D-Hawaii,
on
Wednesday
circulated
an
approximately $91.5 billion
measure that includes $50 million to shutter Guantanamo and
move its prisoners - with the
proviso that they can't be sent to
the United States. The Senate
bill appears to favor paying foreign governments to accept the
prisoners.
It's by no means certain that
other countries will prove willing to accept many Guantanamo
detainees, especially if the
United States is unwilling.

to

Health insurance from
Uncle Sam gets a look

Obama considering six
for Supreme Court post

Court judges Sonia Sotomayor members but only one female
and Diane Pamela Wood. justice, Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
California Supreme
Court He is also undei pressure from
Justice Carlos Moreno is also some Latino officials to name
the nation's first Hispanic jusunder review by Obama.
with tice. Moreno and Sotomayor are
Sources
familiar
Obama's deliberations con- Hispanic.
Obama is likely before
firmed the names to The
Associated Press on condition of month's end to name a nominee
anonymity because no candi- to replace Souter, who is retiring
RealtyTrac data said Wednesday dates have been revealed by the when the court term ends this
that April's foreclosures were up White House. The confirmation summer. He is part of the court's
32 percent from a year ago, and amounts to the first time any liberal wing, and his replaceup slightly from March.
name has been directly tied to ment by the new Democratic
Higher crude prices are rais- Obama.
president is not expected to
More candidates may be change the high court's ideologing gasoline up as well, which
could help snuff out any nascent added to the list as Obama con- ical balance.
Obama met Wednesday with
siders a replacement for retiring
recovery in demand.
senators who will have huge
"We shouldn't expect the Justice David Souter.
The president's review influence over the pace and tone
U.S. consumer to be as strong as
process is expected to intensify of the confirmation process.
they've been over the last few
"I don't envy him the deciin the coming days. with a deciyears." said Ben Westmore, an
sion expected by or near the end sion, but I think he's going to
energy analyst with National of
make it soon." Judiciary
May.
Australia Bank in Melbourne.
The disclosure of top candi- Committee Chairman Patrick
Crude inventories fell for the dates came as the president met Leahy, D-Vt.. said after the prifirst time in about three months, privately at the White House vate White House session.
down 4.7 million barrels in the
week ended May 8, the Energy
Now is the tune to buy...
Administration
Information
said Wednesday.
"You have these two oppos- Up to $8,000 back from Covenunent
ing forces," Westmore said. "On
the one hand, fundamentals and
the massive inventories that
,Agr
need to be drawn down weighing on prices, and on the other,
market speculation coming back
to equity and commodities,
603 Mk $t.•Munn 42071• 270-153-7665
looking for a turning point."

Oil hovers below $58 as
U.S. recovery hopes wane
SINGAPORE (AP) -- Oil
prices hovered near $58 a barrel
this morning as weak U.S. retail
sales and housing figures dampened investor optimism about a
fledgling economic turnaround.
Benchmark crude for June
delivery was down 35 cents to
$57.67 a barrel midday in
Singapore, in electronic trading
on the New York Mercantile
Exchange. On Wednesday. the
contract fell 83 cents to settle at
$58.02.
Prices have jumped from
near $50 a barrel earlier this
month - and rose above $60
earlier this week - on hopes
that the worst of the recession is
over the U.S. economy. the
world's biggest oil consumer.
But figures showed that U.S.
retail sales unexpectedly fell in
April, and department story
Macy's Inc. said its loss in the
first-quarter widened from a
year ago.
The American housing market also continues to struggle.
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Zero Down Program,Zero Out of Pocket!

But Democrats think the idea
would be a political winner.
Since Medicare - a government-run plan-is popular with
seniors, they figure a public plan
for the middle class would also
find acceptance.
Two of the designs that senators will consider call for a plan
that's like Medicare. except it
would pay doctors and hospitals
a little more generously. In one
version, the public plan would
be run directly by the government. The alternative would be
to have it administered by
regional middlemen under contract to the government.
A third idea would leave it up
to each state to set up and run
their own public insurance
plans.
A fourth option, promoted by
Sen. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y..
would try to address concerns
about unfair competition from a
public plan.
Schumer's proposal woufd
require the public plan to he
financed by premiums. not tax
dollars. It would have to follow
the same solvency rules as private insurers, maintaining 'a
reserve fund to cover liabilities.
Doctors and hospitals would
be free to participate in the plan.
or opt out. And the public plan
would have to operate under the
same consumer protection rules
as private insurers.
Schumer says he believes the
public plan would set a high
standard for quality. Since it
wouldn't have to turn a profit, it
could invest in prevention and
wellness.
His idea is getting a close
look also from a group of fiscally conservative Democrats in
the House, known as the Blue
Dogs.

14P SIOCK MARKET REPORT.
Investments Since 1854
Dovs Jones Ind. Avg.......8321.9 + 37.0
_60.99 + 0.92
Air Products
25.1$-U06
AT&T. Inc.
21.64 + 0.14
BB&T
11.06 + 0.04
Bank of America
13.53 - 0.11
Briggs & Stratton.
Bristol Myers Squibb 20.40 + 0.05
Caterpillar ................_.., 35.7l - 0-37
Chevron Texaco Corp 67.73 0.37
- 0.10
Daimler l'Aryder ......
111.14 + 0.08
Dean Foods
_69.51 • 0.26
418 +0.22
Ford N1ntor
1183 0.08
Central Kiectric
General Nloters ....,,.........1.19 -0.02
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 32.26 + 0.55
43.68 + 0.91
Goodrich
(ronch,ear
11.08+0.35
Honied Bank' .............31.85 B 9.20 A

Intel Kroger

,„

17

-.15.45 + 0.32
12.23 « 0.78

.53.77 40.2$
McDonalds.
Merck .........._.._...... _____25.95 + 0.28
Micnvsoft
+ 0.17
24 79 + 0 27
J.0 Penne?
repsico, Inc
60.24 + 038
Pfizer. Inc.
15.40 + 0.13
Regions Financial
4.93 + 0.23
Schering-Plough ...._.....23.60 + 0.20
Sears Holding Corp . 61.% + 0.36
Time Warner
24.19 - 0.23
VvellPoint Inc
Wal-Mart

46.42 - 0.09
49.54 - 0.49

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants H.-RI
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270 753 3366 800 444 1854
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Difference Day will
be Saturday at Stewart Stadium
Make A

(nnya9etrien1

The 71st Make A Difference Day, sponsored by the Calloway County and Murray
Family Resource Centers, will be Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. In the parking lot at
Murray State University Roy Stessaiir
Stadium.
Paper and cardboard of all types to benefit both resource centers will be collected. Ts.
Lions Club will collect eye glasses while the
ViATt'H ('enter will collect aluminum cans.
lois
Court Appointed Special Advocates it:ASA
Datebook will collect cell phones; and Big Brothers/Big
By Jo Borkeen Sisters will have a bin for ink Jet cartridges.
The Pollee and Sheriff's department will
Community
again combine efforts to take In prescription
Editor
drugs. Medics, tin cans and glass will Alm) be
gathered. Bins will also be provided for used motor oil and
clothes. There will no longer be a collection for batteries.
For more information call Murray Family Resource Youth
Service Center at 759-9592 or Calloway County Family
Resource Center at 762-7333.

Abuse Prevention meeting Friday
Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention will
meet Friday at 1 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. All
interested persons are welcome to attend. For information call 7627333.

Alpha Department will meet

Lowe and Norgard

Etheridge and Braddock

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lowe of Murray announce the engagement
il their daughter. Ashley Brooke Lowe, to John Abney Norgard. son

of Ms. Sue Abney Norgard of Montgomery. Ala.. and Dr. and Mrs.
Michael Norgard of Bonaire, Dutch Antilles.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Lowe of Selma, Tenn., the late Mildred King Lowe of Murray. and
Martha Hutchens and the late Porter Hutchens of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Evert and Agnes
Norgard of Racine. Wis.. and the late William Herbert and Irene
Abney of Lafayette. Ala.
Miss Lowe is a graduate of Calloway County High School and
of Centre College, Danville, with a bachelor of arts degree in international relations and French. She is currently pursuing a master's
of business administration at Auburn University, Montgomery. She
is presently employed by the Department of Defense as the assistant
editor of The Air & Space Power Journal's French edition and is
also the project manager of the Wright Brothers Maxwell Field
Museum.
Mr. Norgard is a graduate of The Montgomery Academy and
attended Auburn University. He is presently employed as a patrol
officer by Montgomery Police Department.
The couple will be married Saturday. May 16, 2009. at 5 p.m. at
First United Methodist Chards, Montgomery.
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Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Bethany Aldridge
& Scott Aidodge
Stephanie Finch
& Lee Miller
Claire Herrington
& John Morrow
Ashley Lowe
& John Norgard
Shelly Martinez
& Justin Winters

•

Katherine Oakley
& Scott Kelley

••

Chelsea Cleaver
& Justin Hendrick
Alysha Legate
81-7,ak Taylor
Ashley Edwards
& Chip Walker
Kahle thatcher
& Drew I lotion
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Mylii
Ann-Michelle
Cossey
Amber Hampton of Murray
and Aaron Cossey of Bell City,
Mo.. are the parents of a daughter. Mylit Ann-Michelle Cossey.
born Sunday. Oct. 12, 2008. at
12:03 A.M.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
13 ounces and measured 21
inches.
Grandparents are Donald and
Barbara Hampton of Murray.
Robin Day of Dyersburg, Tenn..
and Joey Cossey of Bell City.
Mo.
Great-grandparents are the
late Howard and Marilyn Smith
of Sikeston, Mo.. Ronald and
Lois Hampton of Benton, Mo..
Brenda and Joe Enoch of
Dyersburg,
Tenn.,
Mike
Underhill of Sikeston. Mo.,
Chester Cossey of Bloomfield,
Mo.. and Virginia Ogden of
Poplar Bluff, Mo

Bobby and Amelia Etheridge of Murray announce the engagement of their daughter, Tara Ann Etheridge, to Kyle James
Braddock. son of Ted and Debra Braddock of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Anna (Tex)Todd and the
late Dewey Todd of Murray and the late Orvil C. and Annie Faye
Etheridge of Benton.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Shirley Billington and the
late James Billington of Murray and T.P. and Ruth Braddock of
Sturgis.
Miss Etheridge is a 2(X)6 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed as a lifeguard for the Murray-Calloway
County Parks. She is a member of the Sigma Alpha Agricultural
Sorority.
Mr. Braddock is a 2002 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed by Briggs and Stratton of Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 23, 2009, at 4 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Murray. All relatives and friends are
invited.

First Place spring/summer
session is planned in area
The Spring/Summer Session
of First Place. a Christ-centered
health program with an emphasis on weight loss, will begin
with orientation at 4:30 p.m. on
Sunday at Grace Baptist
Church. 617 South 9th St.,
Murray and at 6:30 p.m. on
Monday at the Blood River
Baptist Association Building. 47
Aurora Highway. Hardin.
The orientation will acquaint
interested persons with the First
Place program and provide an
opportunity for them to enroll.
Attendance at orientation is a
prerequisite for enrolling in the
program. Alumni members of
First Place who have not preenrolled must attend this orientation meeting.
In the fast-paced world, poor
eating habits, lack of exercise,
and the stresses of life can keep
persons from being all that God
meant for them to be. Through a
sensible eating plan, daily Bible
study and prayer. Scripture
memory. exercise, and smallgroup accountability, a person
can enjoy a balanced, productive life in which Christ is in
first place.
First Place is where Bible
study meets weight-loss, where
spiritual food is an important as

physical food. It is designed to
bring balance and fitness into a
person's life. First Place is for
those who want to lose a lot of
weight or just a few pounds.
The program consists of
weekly Bible Studies, daily
Scripture memory and commitments to prayer, exercise and
proper nutrition. The food plan
in based on the food pyramid.
According
to
reports
received from past participants
in First Place, weight loss is not
the only benefit of First Place.
First Place participants have
reported success in controlling
cholesterol, blood pressure and
blood sugar levels. The program
promotes a "Live-It." that is
developing life long habits of a
balanced food plan, exercise.
and positive spiritual and emotional habits.
Group meetings will begin
the week following orientation,
Group leaders and class schedules will be announced at
Orientation.
The cost is $105 for new participants
which
includes
Member Kit and Bible Study
materials. Alumni members will
pay $35. For more information
contact Martha Norsworthy at
753-54(X)

Ashley Cleaver
& terry Oltarr
•

NOW OPEN

hlizaheth I lostilo
& I mcoln Rowe
Sara Russell
& ;ann.
,t. had Tapp

Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars and the post's Ladies
Auxiliary. will meet tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the National
Guard Armory. Both groups are expected to discuss veterans activity planning for the upcoming Memorial day weekend. All members
and those interested in membership are invited.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North. Murray. The public is invited.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unariraocis, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Free Workshop scheduled
A Free Employment Workshop will be held Friday from 6 to 8
p.m, and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the fellowship hall of
Coldwater United Methodist Church. according to Cassidy Palmer.
associate director of Center for Teaching. Learning & Technology at
Murray State University. This is to get help with the following:
Resume Writing & Printing; Filling Out Applications; Setting up
and Using e-mail, and Basic Computing Skills. Child care will be
provided. For information call 809-4413.

American Legion plans breakfast
American Legion Post 73 will have a free breakfast for all military personnel, veterans and families on Saturday from 8 to 10 Lig.
at the Post 73 Veterans Hall, 310 Bee Creek Drive, off North 4lai
Street. Murray. This will be in honor of Armed Forces Day.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter $469 will meet today
(Thursday) at 5.15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 2104173.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to It p ra
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or
877-447-2004.

r-

Auditions planned at Playhouse
Playhouse in the Park will have auditions for the play, "Proof,?
today (Thursday) and Friday from 6:30 to 9 p.m. No previous expsrience in acting is required and all who are interested are encouraged
to attend the auditions Readings will be from the scnpt. For mole
information call Terry Little at 436-5132 or 978-0205.

Summer registration scheduled
Murray Elementary School and Murray Middle School Kids'
Company Summer registration will he at MES from 2,30 to 5:30
p.m. and from 3 to 5 pin, at MMS. For more information contact
Trinity Campbell/Alisa Wallis for MMS at 753-5125. eat 2244. and
Melissa DurharniAlisa Wallis for MES at 733-5022

Line dance classes scheduled
Line Dance Class will he held on Tuesday nights al llic 51011.4)
State University Can Health Building. A portion of this event will
go to help Murray State Rowers . For information call Donna at 27ft/109-6994 or e-mail donna.witherspw)narmurraystate.educom.
East Calloway Elementary School is making available to former
students and/or their parents writing portfolios that were developed
prior to or during the 2003, 2(X)4. or 2004-2005 school year. Parents
and/or students may pick these portfolios up between 14 a.m. and
p.m. Monday through Friday. All unclaimed writing portfolios wi I
be destroyed after June 2, 2009.

Jessica Swann
& Glenn Timmons
Ashley Fannin
& Todd Grooms
Erica Anderson
& Matthew Yezerski

Good Life requests e-mail addresses

Jennifer King
& David Sevilla

Brenda Sykes with The Murray Bank, is creating an email list (di
Good Life members to help in updating members on upcominat
events, trips, trip pictures. etc. To make sure you receive the moat
current updated information send your e-mail address th
bsykestafthemurraybank.com

Jennifer Hleckler
& Morgan O'Boyle

You may purchase
online at
.,71,71'.vitttagerose.com

VFW meeting tonight

Writing portfolios available

lamsvn Gamer
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Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Saturday at II a.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public
Library. A potluck lunch will be served. Sue Smith, Lois Pharris and
Liz Williams will be in charge of the presentation of scholarships.
All members are urged to attend and to note the change of meeting
place.
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C ow Golf, Airsoft Atom Kids Play Area, Mechanical Bull I More.

Dinner plus Musical Entertainment
Tuesday, May 19, 2009•6:30 p.m.
Murray Woman's Clubhouse
Suggested Donation -Sn Ott
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Edwards and Walker

O'Daniel and Ward
. Mary O'Daniel of Benton announces the engagement of her
daughter. Beverly O'Dantel. to Shannon Ward. son of Charles and
Linda Ward of Benton. Miss 0 Daniel is also the daughter of the
late Bobby O'Daniel.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Clifton and Susie Smith
and John and Toni O'Daniel. all of Benton.
, The groom-elect is the grandson of Delores Brawley and the late
Frank Ward of McClure. III.. and Hazel Sticht and the late Millard
Price of Jackson, Mo.
Miss O'Daniel is a 1994 graduate of Marshall County High
School and is employed hy Briggs & Stratton of Murray.
Mr. Ward is a 1992 graduate of Marshall County High School
and is employed by Gander Mountain. Paducah.
' The wedding will be Saturday. May 23. 20M, at 2:30 p.m. at St.
Matthew By the Lake Lutheran Church. Benton. All relatives and
friends are invited.

Winners named in
calendar contest
held by Realtors
The Murtay Calloway County Board of REALTORS®. in conjunction with the Kentucky Association of REALTORS®, recently
held a Fair Housing calendar contest ter 4th and 5th graders in
Murray and Calloway County. Each participant was asked to submit
an 8" X I I" drawing with the theme of "Homes for Everyone in
2010."
Two overall winners were chosen tin inclusion in the calendar
this year. They were Nicole McGee. 5th grade student at Southwest
Elementary, and Nicole Payne. a 5th grade student at Murray
Middle School.
Their drawings will be included in the 2010 Fair Housing
Calendar that will be distributed throughout the state of Kentucky.ln
addition, each girl will receive a $150 savings bond, a plaque, and
the opportunity to meet Governor Steve Beshear in Frankfort.
The two runners-up were Linzey Banks. and Keaton Belcher.
Each runner-up received a ¶1(X) savings bond.

Linn and McClure
Eddie and Sandy Linn announce the approaching marriage of
their daughter. Lcanna Shea Linn, to Mitchell Layne McClure, son
of Tony and Angie McClure.
Miss Linn is the granddaughter of Audie Linn and the late Edgar
Linn of Murray, Sarah Ann Jeffrey of Yellville. Ark., and Martha
Ann Wyatt and the late Rupert Wyatt of Paducah.
Mr. McClure is the grandson of Jerry and Margaret Camp and
the late Floyd and Lava McClure, all of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2007 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is currently a junior at Murray State University pursuing a bachelor of arts degree in organizational communication.
The groom-elect is a 2003 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He owns and operates Pizza Pro of Murray and MME
Recycling of Mayfield.
The wedding will be Saturday. June 6, 2009, at 3 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.

Koenig celebrates
his third birthday
Carter Alexander Koenig. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Steve Koenig of
Murray. celebrated .his third
birthday with a cow-thented

mitt
a.
At'
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party on April 26. hosted by his
parents. at his home in Murray.
Koenig received many themcrelated gifts including stuffed
cows, a personalized milking
pail, bandana, work gloves and
rubber hoots. Koenig will cap
off his birthday festivities later
this spring with a trip to the
Stahler Dairy Farm in Murray.
Guests at the party included
his sister. Caroline Elizabeth
Koenig; grandparents. Brenda
and Andy Shipp of Murray. and
Gladys Koenig of C'arbondale.
111., as well as several other family members and friends.
Koenig turned three on April
28. His mother is the former
chiCI Shipp of Murray.

Mr. and Mrs_ Chip Edwards of Murray announce the engagement
of their daughter. Ashley Brooke Edwards. to Chip Walker. son of
Dr. and Mrs. Doug Walker of Louisville.
Miss Edwards is the granddaughter of Gary and Vickie Wallace
and Ms. Sandra Wallace of Murray, and the late Chuck and Goldie
Edwards of Mayfield.
Mr. Walker is the grandson of Billy and Martha Ann Ware and
the late Douglas C. Walker Jr. and Joyce Walker, all of Birmingham.
Ala.
The hndc-elect is a 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 2009 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor's degree in journalism and mass communications.
The groom-elect, a 2002 graduate tif Ballard High School.
Louisville. earned a bachelor's degree in biology in 2007 from
Murray State University where he was a member of Alpha Sigma
Phi fraternity. He is enrolled in pharmacy school at Union
University. Jackson. Tenn.
The wedding will be Saturday. June 6, 2009. at 4:30 p.m. at
Hardin Baptist Church. Hardin. Invitations have been sent.

Latimer presents program
for Hazel Woman's Cub
Hazel Woman's Club recently
held its annual Foreign Dish
supper. Club members brought
dishes from a variety of different countries. Vicikie Singleton.
club president. conducted the
business meeting with 20 members and one guest present.
Hilda Bennett read a devotion
and lead the club in the Pledge
of Allegiance.
Club member Pat Latimer presented an International Affairs
program about the affect that
India has en our lives.
The club decided that replacing the roof on the Hazel
Community Center would be
the
club's
Community
Improvement Project for the
year. In other business the club PM Whom
voted to make a donation to both
Hazel Woman's Club contact
Calloway County and Murray
492-88(X).
High
School's
Project Vicki Singleton at
Graduations and a donation to
the Big Brothers Big Sisters
Buddy Campaign.
Additionally club members
filled out Community Need,
surveys for the United Way.
LHN;11& 111111,1%
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Picrtured from left, standin are Nicole Payne. Calendar
Contest Chair Tina Wright. Board of Realtors President
Bonnie Byerly, Keaton Belcher, and seated. Nicole McGee
and Linzey Banks
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SATURDAY
MARKET
Homegrown Strawberries & Tomatoes.
Lots of Produce, Baked Goods
Plants. Arts & Crafts
& Much. Much More'

EVERY SATURDAY!
NOW — OctObef 24th
7:00 a.m. --Noon
May 16th, 9009

MURRAY

Salute to Armed Forces Day
and Ribbon Cutting
Celebrating 11
Seasons Downtown,

Wndor Info 753-7222 • Downtown Court Square

20th Anniversary Sale-abration
Saturday, May 16th

50% OFF
• Azaleas
• Dwarf Daylily
• Forsythia
ao,

• Rose of Sharon
• Fothergilla
• Yarrow
arry

FREE NOT DOGS
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Outdoor Purchase Players present 'Steel Magnolias'
concert
Saturday

Terry Mike Jeffrey
PADUCAH. K
- The
Paducah Symphony Orchestra
presents "My Hometown, My
Country,- the annual outdoor
POPS concert Saturday at the
Floodwall Stage in downtown
Paducah.
Paducah's own Terry Mike
Jeffrey will "Rock the River"
with the Paducah POPS
Orchestra and guest conductor
Julius P. Williams. This OpenAir Benefit Concert will commemorate Armed Forces Day.
Marine Industry Day and kickoff Paducah's 2009 Downtown
After Dinner series. This program. a fusion of rock and classical musk, will include tunes
made famous by the Beatles,
Simon and Garfunkel. Aaron
Copland, and Elvis. Advance
reservations are needed for premier seating in the Sponsor and
Family Gardens.
Sponsor and Family Garden
Gates open at 5:30 p.m. Table
judging begins at 6 p.m. and the
concert begins at 7:30 p.m. This
year's $25,000 Raffle Grand
Prize Winner at approximately
9:30 p.m.
For tickets or more information. call(270)444-0065 or visit
www.paducahsymphony.org

Arts in the Region
• Clarence Dobbins Revue
will play at the Big Apple Cafe
tonight (Thursday), Hotierhead
will play Tuesday and MurrVegas Aitstars will play next
Thursday, May 21. Music starts
at 9 p.m. There is a $5 cover
charge and weekend shows are
limited to ages 21 and older.

MAYFIELD. Ky. - In conjunction
30th
its
with
Anniversary. Purchase Players
is pleased to bring one of
Hollywood's most beloved performances
Mayfield's
to
Community Performing Arts
Center - "Steel Magnolias."
"Directing any show is a big
undertaking in itself, but directing a show like 'Steel
Magnolias' is a huge challenge
in that a lot have seen the 'Steel
Magnolias' movie and many
have watched it several times."
said director Donna Gream.
The cast for Steel Magnolias
includes seasoned Purchase
Players veterans and newcomers. The cast includes: Wendy
Puckett as Truvy. Ann Watson as
Annelle. Sue Watson as Clairee,
Clarke Waldrop as Shelby.
LaVerne Waldrop as M'Lynn
and Joyce McClain as Ouiser
"Weezer-.
"I am so pleased with the cast
for this show," Gream said."We
have veterans and newbies and
all are just amazing in their
roles. It is unusual to have a
mother-daughter acting on stage
together and we have two.The knee-slapping comedy
will run Friday. Saturday and
Sunday and May 22, 23 and 24.
Friday and Saturday shows will
be at 7 p.m. and the Sunday performances will be at 2 p.m.
"Steel Magnolias' was written by Robert Harling after an
incident in his own life." Gream
said. "He really captures the
'Southern charm' of these

women and the community they
live in."
The action is set in Truvy's
beauty salon in Chinquapin. La.,
where all the ladies who are
"anybody- come to have their
hair done. Helped by her eager
new assistant. Annelle (who is
not sure whether or not she is
still married). the outspoken
wise-cracking Truvy dispense,
shampoos and free advice to the
town's
rich
curmudgeon.
Ouiser. an eccentnc millionaire,
Miss Clairee. who has a raging
sweet tooth: and the local social
leader. M'Lynn, whose daughter.
Shelby (the prettiest girl in
town), is about to marry a "good
ole boy.- Filled with hilarious
repartee and not a few acerbic
but humorously revealing verbal
collisions, the play moves
toward tragedy when, in the second act, the spunky Shelby(who
is a diabetic) risks pregnanc
and forfeits her life. The sudden
realization of their mortalit
affects the others, but also draws
on the underlying strength and
love which give the play, and its
characters, the special quality to
make them truly touching,
funny and marvelously amiable
company in good times and bad.
"I think our production of
'Steel Magnolias' will warm
your hearts as we follow the
friendships of these women,"
Gream said. "You will laugh.
cry and then laugh again and
maybe, just maybe you will see
a little glimpse of yourself."
The box office will open one

Flcutin

more ticket information, call the
box office at the CPAC at 2519035.

•

Photo provide,

The cast of Steel Magnolias stop for a pose during rehearsal last week. From left to right: Sud'!
Watson (Clairee), Joyce McClain (Ouiser). Ann Watson (Annelle), Wendy Puckett (Truvy),
Clarke Waldrop (Shelby) and Laverne Waldrop (M'Lynn).

We're Celebrating With STOREWIDE SAVINGS!
You ii Save On Catnapper, Lane, Broyhill, Thomasville,
A ihley, Serta and Better Homes & Gardens Plus Much More!
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2 YEARS INTEREST FREE Or

Take A FREE LUXURY VACATION
11

OF YOUR
CHOICE!

Spend S1499 or more and

1.4

choose from I of 3
luxury vacation packages
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• The Jackson Purchase
Fnends of Bluegrass and the
City
of
Benton
present
'Bluegrass on the Square" in
downtown Benton Saturday.
Music starts at 7 p.m. and performers include the Josh
Williams Band and Fiashpoint. In
case of rain, the event will be in
Marshall County High School's
cirn.

Klaussner Solo NaturaTTSofa $898
Ciy*tail.5218, En:d-rabtr-S-2111-F-Oair $5_9$

• The Kentucky Opry in
Draffenville will celebrate its 21st
anniversary with a pot luck supper at 6 p.m. Saturday. The
public is encouraged to bring a
covered dish for the pot luck and
stay for the anniversary show
with special guests at 8 p.rn. Call
(270) 527-3869 or 1-888459-8704 for tickets.

tic'iflaussttr_Vcdut ParchmentSofa4798
:Loileseal$768*--- -:?..

Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents the
Oscar-nominated French film,
'The Class' Friday. Saturday
and Sunday It will also show
the 1990 romantic comedy
"Pretty Woman" Tuesday as part
of the Chick Flick Series to raise
money for both MAC and the
Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Center For details, visit
www maidenalleycinema org

Senior citizen and student ticket
prices are VI. Tickets for children I?. and under are $6. For
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• Playhouse in the Park will
have auditions for "Proof' from
6.30 to 9 p.m. Thursday and
Friday. They will also hold an
awards ceremony honoring the
2008 season starting at 6 p.m
Saturday.

• Paducah's Market House
Theatre presents "The Secret
Life of Girls- at 2.30 p.m
Saturday and Sunday. For
more information and tickets. call
(270) 444-6828 or
visit
www mhtplay corn

hour prior to every performance
for ticket sales as well. Tickets
are $10 for general admission.

Klaussner Keane Green Sofa $498
Loveseat $468• Chair $398
Ottoman $198
Approx
S6500

:
,....:76.
..

Klaussner Settioner1S1398'w

Qttomaildgeja

a

5Pc.-Bedroom

Iloose_Monds

Klaussner Chelsey 11
• Queen Bed $598
• Dresser & Mirror $798
•Chest $698• Nightstand $298
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• The Maiden

• The Murray Art Guild exhibit
"Guild Gallery Young Masters,"
featuring work from senior ad
students at Calloway County
High School will be on display
until May 26
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague
at 753-1916 or
hteague@murrayledgercom.
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Power Lift
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BOTH MEN'S AND WOMEN'S PROGRAMS TAKE HOME TEAM SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD
*Repot
BRENTWOOD. Tenn. - On
Thursday the Ohio
Conference
Valley
announced that Murray
State University is the
recipient of the 2008-09
Team Sportsmanship
Award for both men's
and women's golf.
Milkman
Voted on by the student-athletes and coaches of the respective
sports, the team awards
are bestowed upon the
squads
C'onference
deemed to have best
exhibited the standards
of sportsmanship and
Hunt
ethical behavior as out-

lined by the OVC and NCAA. Included
in the areas for evaluation are the conduct of student-athletes, coaches, staff
and administrators and fans.
'The OVC places high value on
sportsmanship and ethical conduct,"
said Brad Walker, Interim OVC
Commissioner. "Our awards acknowledge excellence and are special because
it is recognition that comes from one's
peers."
The 2008-09 school year marks the
fourth year the team sportsmanship
honors have been awarded. It marks the
first time the Murray State men's team
has earned the award; the women's
team was the inaugural recipient of the
award in 2005-06.
The Murray State men's golf team
finished second at the OVC

Championship. just one stroke behind
the champion. Individually Jared Wolfe
earned All-Tournament honors with a
fourth place finish.
"It's quite and honor and it says a lot
about our student-athletes." Murray
State head men's golf coach Eddie Hunt
said."I know when I vote for this award
I take it very seriously and our peers in
the OVC do too. This means a lot to me
and our team that our peers see us in
this light and we appreciate it very
much."
"I am very proud of our program for
winning the OVC Sportsmanship
Award," Murray State head women's
golf coach Velvet Milkman said. -I
think it is important to handle yourself
in a certain manner on the field of play,
so it is nice for us to oe recognized by

our peers in the OVC by the way our
team handled themselves on the
course.••

The Murray State women's golf
team captured the program's seventh
OVC Championship in 2009, topping
the defending champion Jacksonville
State by eight strokes. The Racers went
on to compete at the NCAA C'entral
Regional in Columbus. finishing 20th.
Implemented in August 2005, the
team honors are the most recent addition to an awards program that recognizes and celebrates sportsmanship
within the Conference. In 1998, the
league established the Steve Hamilton
Sportsmanship Award, presented annually to a male or female student-athlete
of junior or senior status who hest
exemplifies the characteristics of the

PREP TRACK ROUNDUP

late Morehead State student-athlete,
coach and administrator. Five years
later. the Conference added the OVC
Sportsmanship Award. presented MIMIally to the member institution selected
by its peers to have best exhibited the
standards of sportsmanship and ethical
behavior as outlined by the OVC and
NCAA.
In 1995. the Ohio Valley Conference
first-of-its-kind
a
implemented
"Sportsmanship Statement." a policy
promoting principles of fair play, ethical conduct and respect for one's opponent. The statement answered the challenge of the NCAA Presidents
Commission to improve sportsmanship
in collegiate athletics, and has become
a model for others to follow across the
nation.
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Masthay Earns
the Darrell A.
VanMeter
Service Award

ft.

HONOR RECOGNIZES OUTSTANDING
VOLUNTEER SERVICE
kCHIEVEMI. VI'S BY A UK STUDENT

TOMMY DILLARD i Ledger & Times
The Tiger boys and girls hope to combine for as many as 10 bids to state. Claywell is the leader of that pack, having Jumped
a'5-7 at a meet at Marshall earlier this season.

Tickets Please
LOCAL TRACK STARS LOOK
TO GET TICKETS PUNCHED
FOR STATE SATURDAY AT
RESPECTIVE REGIONALS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
The track and field squads at Calloway
Clounty and Murray have seen their fair
sbare of great athletes over the past several
ytars, but the local schools have struggled to
compete on the regional stage as a team.
That has all changed this season as both
tile Lakers and Tigers enter Saturday's
regional meets in position to challenge for
bpys team championships.
After moving down from the state's
largest class, Calloway hopes to give longtime Class AA powerhouse Paducah
Tilghman a run for its money on the
Tornado's home track while Murray is one
of three teams with designs on a Class A title
at Marshall County.
But just because both teams are strong
across the board doesn't mean each doesn't
have its standout athletes to watch.
A third consecutive state championship is
just short of a given for Murray freshman
Catherine Claywell in the high jump.
George Garner and Tyrrell Willis are also
state title hopefuls in the triple jump and
shot put/discus, respectively.
Calloway has never before entered a state
meet with more than one championship contender, says head coach Keith Jared.
But despite the Lakcrs' chances for
unprecedented individual success. Jared is
keeping the focus on the team as regionals
loom.

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger 8. Times
The Laker boys, including Tyrrell Willis in the discuss, could accumulate more than
10 state bids at Saturday's regional while the girls have the potential to approach
that number as well.
The expected state bids fall mostly in dis"This is one the best teams I've had
across the board," Jared said."We can com- tance and field events for Calloway. The
pete in just about every single event, which Laker cross country team was state-runner
is kind of unprecedented for a Calloway up back in the fall and hasn't missed a beat
team. With us moving down to AA, it's this spring.
Daniel Hopkins. Ryan Thurman and Josh
taken a good team and put us in a class
Lee currently rank one-two-three in the 800where we can compete better."
The Laker boys could accumulate more meter run while the Laker% hope to punch
than 10 state bids at Saturday's regional tickets to state in the 1600 and 3200 meter
while the girls have the potential to events.
On the girls' side. Alaina Mikulcik is tops
approach that number as well.
The top two finishers in each event in the region in discus and Calloway curreceive automatic bids while KHSAA rently holds the best time in the 4x800 relay.
spreads 10 at-large bids throughout the state.
II See TRACK,28

By UK Sports Information
LEXINGTON. K. - Former
Kentucky football player Tim
has
Masthay
the
received
2008-09 Darrell
VanMeter
A.
Service Award
from the univerhis
for
sity
remarkable commitment to community service.
The award, which is in its
18th year at the University of
Kentucky. honors the outstanding volunteer service achievements of Darrell A. VanMeter.
The award was named in his
honor to recognize the far-reaching and lasting impact of his
"Good Samaritan" approach to
life.
From the moment Ma.sthay
set foot on UK's campus, he has
epitomized what it means to be a
Good Samaritan. Despite the
strenuous and often long hours of
fulfilling his role as a studentathlete. Masthay, a former punter
and kicker on the UK football
team, has found time to give back
countless hours to the community.
For the past two summers.
Masthay has provided transportation for the American Cancer of
Society Hope Lodge residents to
the hospital for treatments. He
has volunteered hundreds of
hours for various activities at the
Hope Lodge. including bingo
night. cookouts and participating
in a night out at a Lexington
Legends baseball game.
"Tim is always willing to help
in any event or activity we coordinate," said Sheldon Kozee.
director of the Hope Lodge. "I
admire him so much for being so
giving of his time to help others.
It is not often you find such an
outstanding young individual
who is aware of the importance
of helping others in their time of
need. He has been a blessing to
not only us. but to dozens of cancer patients who are fighting the
hardest battle of their lives. It is
because of people like Tim that
so many patients continue to
fight and are among the millions
of cancer survivors today.Masthay's dedication at the
Hope Lodge is just one example
of his outstanding community
%en ice. Among his many other
contributions. Masthay has parHabitat for
in
ticipated
Humanity, worked with the football team's outreach projects that
include speaking engagements at
locals schools and churches, and
he's served abroad by participating in a service project at a
school and orphanage in Ghana.

II

I know it sounds
cheesy, but I want to
serve my country and
make a difference
in the worid

Tim

79

Masthay
Fanner Murray High football
great and recent UK gradu•
ate on winning his award
In addition to those countless
hours of generosity, he has participated in numerous food
drives, served with the Salvation
Army and put in several service
visits at local hospitals. For his
dedication to service and leadership M the community. Masthay
was named to the Frank Ham
Society of Character by UK
Athletics and the was one of just
11 football players in the nation
to be chosen to the 2008 Allstate
American Football Coaches
Association Good Works Team.
Masthay has achieved all that
while excelling on the football
field and in the classroom. While
leading the Wildcats a third
straight bowl victory for the first
time in school history. the
Murray, Ky., native was awarded
All-America honorable mention
by
honors
CollegeFootballNews.com. He
led the Southeastern Conference
in punting and was named AllSEC by multiple selectors. He
was also tabbed a tirst-team
Academic All-American by the
College Sports Information
Directors Association and ESPN
The Magazine.
So how does one find time to
excel in the classrooni, on the
field and in the community?
"For me it all came down to
having a great support staff
around me." Masthay said. "My
teammates are great. the administration is great. the coaches are
great. and then on an individual
level it just came down to prioritizing."
And nobody's priorities are
more in place in Masthay. He
recently signed a free-agent contract with the NFL's Indianapolis
Colts, but that won't stop him
from his ultimate goal of joining
the Peace C'orps in Africa in the
next five years.
"I know it sounds cheesy. but
I want to serve my country and
make a difference in the world."
he said.
Masthay graduated this past
weekend with a degree in economics. He is the son of Mark
and Jean Masthay. who now live
in Lebanon. Ohio.
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Calipari's ambitious agenda already under way
"I think I have been here 40
his problem.
"I let everybody else deal days, it feels like 10," he said.
While stressing college baswith all the hard stuff. I come up
ketball's winningest program
with the ideas," Calipari said.
He's got plenty of them to go can't be remodeled overnight, it
hasn't taken long for Calipari to
around.
having
From
former put his stamp on the team.
By WILL GRAVES
The Wildcats have already
Kentucky stars Scott Padgett
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP)- and Tony Delk join the staff as signed a pair of high-profile
New Kentucky coach John "coaches in training" to 70,000 prep stars - point guard Eric
Calipari has grand plans for the people at the football stadium Bledsoe and forward DeMarcus
for the team's first practice of Cousins - since Calipari was
Wildcats basketball program.
* Big Blue Madness at the season to restarting a dor- hired on March 31 and could
mant rivalry with Notre Dame, add a third if unsigned guard
Commonwealth Stadium.
* A Chinese coach at the end Calipari has spent his first six John Wall opts to join the proweeks on the job revamping the gram next fall. Forward Patrick
of the bench as an assistant,
Patterson is so excited about
* A neutral-site series with program at "warp speed."
Has it been a whirlwind? playing for Calipari he pulled
Texas, or maybe Duke.
Calipari doesn't care if any or Caliph has been too busy to his name out of consideration
for the NBA draft without so
all of that is doable. That's not tell.
much as going through a workout.
SportsBriefs
Throw in likely holdover
II The Heath vs. Calloway softball game scheduled for Thursday will
Darius Miller and the possible
start at 6:00 p.m., instead of 5:30 p.m. Heath has extended their school
return of Jodie Meeks- who is
day and will not be able to arrive until late.
testing the NBA waters - and
Calipari can understand why
ill The 2009 Lady Tiger Basketball Camp will be held June 1-5 at
some pundits are already calling
Murray High School. The cost of the camp is $40 and there will be two
sessions for kids in preschool through the fourth grade and kids in
the Wildcats a national title congrades 5-12 in the second session. Registration will be held at 8:30 a.m.
tender next year.
for the first session on June 1st and at 11:30 a.m for the second sesHe's just not buying it.
sion on June 1st, Grade Levels are for this past schoolyear 2008-2009
"Half of the team is going to
and each player will receive a camp t-shirt and camp awards will be
be new players that have never
given. For more information, contact coach Rechelle Turner at 753-5202
played college basketball and
or 293-9066.
the other half has never- played

NEW UK COACH
HAS BIG BLUE
PLANS

II The 2009 Murray High Tiger Boys Basketball Camp will be held
June 8th-June 11th. Grades 1-4 (830-11:00) Grades 5-8 (12:00-2:30).
Grade levels are for the 2010 school year, The cost is $40 and applications can be picked up at Murray Elementary and Murray Middle.
Or
Contact
Adam
Ragsdale
@
753-5125
adam.ragsdaleOmurray.kyschools.us, with any camp questions

UofL HOOPS ROUNDUP

Woman pleads
not guilty in
extortion case

•The 2009 CFSB Lady Tiger basketball camp will be held June 1-5
at Murray High School. Cost is $40 Registration will be held at 830
a.m. for grades K-4 on June 1 and 11:30 a.m. for grades 5-12 on June
1. The K-4 session will last from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m, each day. The 5-12
session will be from noon-2 p.m. Grade levels are for this past school
year.
•Calloway County's Boys Basketball Camp will be June 3-5, 2009
at the high school gym. The morning session will be for boys entenng
1st through 4th grades (fall 2009 school grade) and will run from 8:3011:30 ant. Boys entering 5th through 8th grade will attend from Noon3:00 pm_ The cost of the camp is $50 with discounts for each additional sibling, with registration beginning at 8:00 on June 3rd. Campers will
receive t-shirts and free bottled water and sports drinks will be provided
each day. Registration forms can be picked up at any Calloway Co. elementary school, or Calloway Co. Middle School. For more information,
270-227-0359
or
contact
coach
Bruce
Lane
at
tem/lane@calloway.kyschools.us.
III The 2009 Calloway County Football Night of Champions will be
held on Thursday. May 21st at the Calloway County Field House. The
CCHS Laker Football Team will begin lifting at 6 p.m and, for the first
year ever. the CCMS football team will also be participating, starting at
5 p.m. This is a great opportunity for our players to display their hard
wont in the weight worn and raise funds for Laker football Everyone is
invited to attend.
•• Miller Memorial Goff Course will hold its junior golf camp June 811 from 9 a.m. to Noon. The camp is open to boys and girls ages 5-12.
Camp is limited to first 40 participants and deadline for registration is
June 3. For more information, call 809-2238.
•The Murray State University goalscoring and goalkeeper camp will
be held June 15-19 from 5:30-7:30 p.m. at Hamilton Field (N 17th St.
Murray). The camp will deal solely with the art of goal scoring, as well
as, providing specialized traning for goal keepers. For more information,
call 809-3136.
•Matt Griffin will offer four football camps from June 5 to July 23.
The Racer Technique School will be offered in two sessions on June 5
and June 19. The Big-Man Challenge will be offered on June 6 and June
20, while the 7-on-7 Tournaments will be on June 6 and July 11. The
Junior Racer Camp will be held from July 21-23. Students entering
grades 7 through 12 can enroll in the Technique School, while kids
entering 2nd through 6th grade can enroll in the Junior Racer Camp.
The 7-on-7 June 6 session is for middle school team only. The July 11
session is for middle school and high school teams. For more information, call 809-6181.
•The Billy Kennedy Mini Basketball Camp will be held from June
22-25 and July 27-30 from 9 a.m. to Noon for kids ages 5-7. The Bitty
Kennedy Youth Camp wIl be held from June 22-25 and again from Julyi
27-30 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information, call 809-6804.
•The Murray State women's basketball team will be holding a camp
from June 29-July 2nd for girls' and boys'entenng the third through 12th
grade. There is a depost due by June 1, but the camp, which will be
instructed by back-to-back OVC champions and Amber Guffey who was
this years Academic All Amenca, will accept walkups. For more information or questions, contact cocach Victoria Jones at 809-3448 or coach
Ashley Hayes at 809-7073.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)A woman accused of trying to
extort millions of dollars from
Louisville men's basketball
coach Rick Pitino pleaded not
guilty Wednesday. She later
defiantly announced she "will
not break" while surrounded by
supporters on the courthouse
steps.
Karen Cunagin Sypher was
mostly silent at her arraignment
but proclaimed her innocence to
reporters afterward. Her attorney indicated he might seek a
change of venue because of
extensive publicity.
Sypher's arraignment came
one day after her indictment on
federal charges of trying to
extort money from Pitino and
lying to the FBI. A criminal
complaint last month claimed
her demands included college
tuition for her children, two
cars, her house to be paid off and
$3,000 per month.
The demands later escalated
to $10 million, according to the

complaint.
Sypher, the estranged wife of
a longtime Pitino aide, told
reporters after the hearing that
the charges had created "a very
dark cloud" for her family,
which she called "very unjust to
me, very unfair." •
Seemingly bolstered by her
supporters. Sypher said she was
prepared to see the case through
to "the very end," then added:"1
will not break."
"Justice will prevail," she
said."Yes, yes. I have to believe
in the justice system. I have to."
Sypher, 49, remains free on
her own recognizance. Her trial
was scheduled for June 29.
Pitino attorney Steve Pence
said in a statement last month,
when Sypher was charged, that
the coach "takes no comfort in
this prosecution and remains
astonished by these events."
Pence said Wednesday that no
further statement would be
made.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American Leegue Standings
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct 013
23 13 639
Toronto
21 13 618
1
Boston
New York
16 1 7 4a5 5 1.2
16 19 457 6 1.2
Tampa Bay
14 20 412
Baltimore
8
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
17 15 531
Detroit
Kansas City
18 16 529
17 17 500
1
Minnesota
15 18 455 21/2
Chicago
Cleveland
13 22 371 5 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
19 14 576
Texas
17
15 531 1 12
Los Angeles
16 18 471 31/2
Seattle
13 18 419
5
Oakland

Wednesday's Garnett
Cleveland 4 Chicago White Sox 0
Tampa Bay 8, Baltimore 6
N Y Yankees 8. Toronto 2
Texas 6, Seattle 5. 11 innings
Minnesota 14 Detroit 10. 13 innings
L A Angels 8. Boston 4
Oakland 7. Kansas City 2
Thursday's Games
Detroit (Verlander 3-2) at Minnesota
(S13aker 1-4) 12 10 p m
Seattle (F Hernandez 4-21 at Texas
(Hamson 3-21, 1.05 pm
Boston (Penny 3-1) at LA Angels
(Santana 0-0), 2.35 p m
N.Y. Yankees (Sabath* 2-31 at Toronto
(Tallet 2.1), 607 p.m.
Cleveland (Carmona 1-4) al Tampa Bay
1.1.Shields 3-3), 608 p in
Baltimore (Guthne 2.31 at Kansas City
(Meche 2-3), 7:10 p m
Friday's Games
Minnesota at NY Yankees, 6 05 p m
Oakland at Detroit, 605 pm
Chicago White Sox at Toronto. 6'07
p
Cleveland at Tampa Bay 6 38 p m
LA Angels at Texas, 7 05 p m.
Baltimore at Kansas City, 7 10 p.m
Boston at Seattle. 9.10 p.m.

National League Standings
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
L Pct GB
W
rni n,
18 15 545
PVti
FAeaw
1
16 15 516
Philadelphia
It ,
17 17 500 6/ :
1
1.2
17
500
17
11 21 344
Washington
L
Central Division w
Pct
Cincinnat
Milwaukee
St Louis
Chicago
12
Houston
Pittsburgh

GB
20 14 588
20 14 588
20 14 588
19 14

15 18 455
14 19 424
West Division
W
L Pct
23 12 657
Los Angeles
18 15 545
San Fraricsco
13 19 406
Color ado
13 21 382
San D*go
13 22 371
Anzona

«3
11
1.1

c

ho
576
41.2
5 12
GB
4
81.2
912 •
10

--Wednesday's Games
Atlanta 8. NY Mets 7, 12 innings
Washington 6, San Francisco 3
Pittsburgh 5. St LOUIS 2
L A Dodgers 9, Philadelphia 2
Chicago Cubs 6. San Diego 4,7 1/2
innings. rain
Milwaukee 8. Florida 6
Houston 15 Colorado 11
Cincinnati 10 Arizona 3
Thursday's Gaines
LA Dodgers (Billingsley 5-1) at
Philadelphia (Hama* 1-21. 12 05 p m
Florida (Jo Johnson 3-0) at Milwaukee
(Bush 1-0) 12 05 p m
San Diego (Gaudin 0-2) at Chicago
Cubs (Dempster 2-2), 1 20 pm
Fk3uston(W Rodriguez 3-2) at Colorado
(Hammel 0-1), 210 p m
St Louis(Boggs 1-0) at Pittsburgh
(Karstens 1-11, 6:05 p m
N Y Mets (Maine 3-2) at Sari Francisco
(2 Sanchez 1-31, 9.15 p.m
Friday's Games
Houston at Chicago Cubs, 1'20 p.m.
Colorado at Pittsburgh, 605 p.m.
Philadelphla at Washington, 6:05 p.m.•
LA Dodgers at Florida, 6:10 p.m.
Arizona at Atlanta, 6.35 p.m.
Milwaukee at St Lou*. 7-15 p.m.
Cinconaa at San Diego, 905 p.m.
NV Mets at San Francisco, 915 p.m.
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MLB ROUNDUP:PITTSBURG 5,ST. LOUIS 2

LaRoche loses HR on
reversal, but Pirates win
PITTSBURGH (AP) Adam LaRoche became the first
player to have a home run taken
away by video replay, but it didn't prevent the last-place
Pittsburgh Pirates from beating
the St. Louis Cardinals 5-2 on
Wednesday night behind Ross
Ohlendorf's two-hit pitching
over six innings.
The Pirates had lost eight in a
row and 12 of 13 before outscoring the Cardinals 12-3 while
winning the first two games of
the three-game series. The

Cardinals have lost five in a row
in Pittsburgh, including a 7-1
loss Monday.
LaRoche's long drive with a
runner on in the first inning
struck either a railing or small
protective screen above the 21foot wall in right field - both
objects are in play - but first
base umpire Lance Barksdale
signaled a home run. LaRoche,
who had stopped at second, hesitated momentarily before.
rounding third and touching tie:
plate.
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•Track
From Page 113
But Jared warns that its the athletes not
making headlines who will determine
whether his team can bring home a regional
championship.
"In the papers, we talk about Gamer and
Willis and the 4x8, but those points are fairly expected," he said. "The ones that are
going to win the meet for us are the ones that
are battling for those third and fourth and
fifth place points."
A region title isn't out of the question for
Calloway's girls, either. They'll also have to
battle Tilghman and Trigg County, which
makes the move up from Class A as part of
this season's realignment.

Murray's boys will need to beat out
favored Fort Campbell as well as Ballard
Memorial to win the class A regional.
The Tiger boys and girls hope to combine
for as many as 10 bids to state. Claywell is
the leader of that pack, having jumped a 5-7
at a meet at Marshall earlier this season.
Also considered virtual locks for state are
Brandon Wicks in the 100 meter dash, Paul
Gong in the 400 meter dash and Ryan Greer
and Michael Orr figure to make return trips
to Louisville in the pole vault.
The individual success Murray has
enjoyed this season came as a bit of a surprise to first-year coach Blake Munger.
Wicks had never run track prior to this season while Gong was more of a mid-distance

runner before discovering a penchant for
sprinting.
"We knew Brandon had some decent
speed, but he has improved so much over die
course of the year," Munger said. "Paul
Gong has made quite a transition and is real::
ly the leader of this track team."
Unlike Calloway, which earns most of ift
points from distance and field events, th:5:
Tigers' success on meet days is usually
spread throughout the stadium.
"We don't dominate any one area, but
we're not too weak in anything," Munger
said. "We don't get left out of points in too
many events."
Other Murray state hopefuls include the
boys and girls 4x400 relays.
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this style." he said. "So to say
that we are going to be one of
the best teams in the country" is
not fair.
Yet he knows it's pan of the
territory after Kentucky broke
the bank to make him college
basketball's highest-paid coach.
He's done little to dampen
expectations and done his best
to embrace all the trappings that
come with coaching the
Wildcats.
There are already more than
26,000
people
following
Calipari's posts on Witter. A
new Web site that will feature
video of him speaking directly
to one of the nation's most
ardent fan bases is in the works.
He's reached out to former
Kentucky players who have not
yet graduated and encouraged
them to return to school to get
their degree. He's even talked
about holding a fantasy camp
for "over-35 guys" that could be
coached by Kentucky legends
like Dan Issel and Pat Riley.
It's all a part of restoring
some of the luster to a program
that hasn't reached the Final
Four in more than a decade and
missed the NCAA tournament.
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The Murray Ledger & Times wants
you to share your photographs of
people in our community at work,
at school and at play.

RACERS

lt her? 1011 submit photos tor our Scene In the Commtrrutt page. please
include the event, the date, place. orga1i7atron or group, as well as the name of ever yOne
in the photo Only a certain number ot photos will appear because or space
There is no guarantee a submission tr ill be published.

FRANK BE4MER
MAY 21, 1009

Digital photos: They may be submitted to
in a jpeg format.

JOIN US AS WE RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ONE OF THE LEGENDS WHO ROAMED
THE SIDELINES AT STEWART STADIUM -

composIng @ murrayledgercom

Frank Beamer, Head Coach, Murray State(/981 - 86)

Print photos: May be dropped oft at the ledger office
at 1001 Whitnell Ave., oi mailed to PO Box 1040,
MUI ray, KY 42071.

REGIONAL SPECIAL EVENTS CENTER - MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
THURSDAY, MAY 21 - 12 NOON

NO PHOTOS

TICKETS

k

k i.1 Hs CAD Wet at PUBLISHED

armairtaitac-rn-I-r-sirmiDaTEELF'

$100 PER PERSON /$555 PER TABLE (6)/ SPONSORSHIPS AVAILABLE
MSU TICKET OFFICE (270)809-3000
•
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Looking Back
;120 sears ago
ublished is a picture ot David
1 s sixth grade science
class
alloway County Middle School
up to clean the new envir
ental studies center behind
school. The photo was by
afigf Photographer Bernard Kane
,a4L'allowas County I takers wna
and Lady Laical won b-0 in
te3itis matches with Ballard Memorial High School teams
Births reported include a girl
ti Robert and Holly Eardley, April
14, and a girl to Richard and
Elsa Michele Aeschliman, May 3.
; Mr and Mrs Rob Mc-Callon
lin be married for 40 years May
t5.
20 years ago
Candace Clark was named as
Miss Murray High School for the
t989 school year. Her attendants
axe Meredith Howe, Heather
burgess and Bethany Hall.
• Mr. and Mrs. Homer Peal were
rlitu-ned for 69 years April 22.
; Births reported include a girl
th Karen and William Gradie and
r( girl to Norma and Ronnie Lovins,
May 9: a girl to Kimberly and
Charlie Pardue, May 10: a boy
tra Brenda and Cary Gardner, a
Hoy to Rhonda and Roger Undersaood and a boy to Tammy and
Ifodney Beach, May 11
; 30 years ago
Murray High School Tigers won
over Marshall County High
School Marshals for the champirtnship of the Sixth District BaseHail Tournament at Marshall Coon1 High School. Alan Gibbs was
pitcher for Murray.
Births reported include a boy
th Mr. and Mrs. Steven Ray Crabttee, April Il, and a girl to Mr.
And Mrs George D. Wilkinson
HI, May I.
Mr and Mrs. Rufus Atkins
will be married for 50 years May

School Boards Association
Jay Richey, senior at Murray
University School. was selected
as Mr Future Business Leader of
Arnenca in Kentucky at the annual convention held in Louisville.
He is the son of Frances Richey
of Murray
reeerted ter:he:fa a girt
to Mr and Mrs. Codie Drake, a
gin to Mr and Mrs. Ronald
Phillips, May 7, and a boy to
Mr and Mrs Dale Dix, My 9
50 years ago
Elected as officers of the Murray Lions Club for the coming
year were Joe Pat James, president: Robert Hendon, first vice
president; C.C. Lowry, second vice
president, Bethel Richardson. third
vice president: James Rogers,
recording secretary; Rob Ray.
treasurer; George Lilly, lion tamer.
Elected as new officers of the
Kirksey High School Unit of the
Parent-Teacher Association were Jo
Tidwell. president. Geneva Smith,
vice president; Ann Darnell, secretary: and Thelma Johnson treasure!.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs Paul Stubblefield and a
girl to Mr and Mrs. Clarence
Bennett.
60 years ago
Mason Cope. sta. of Brewers
High School Redmen Basketball
Team, has been named as a member of the squad for the NorthSouith Classic basketball game to
be played June 11 at Murray State
College. This event is being sponsored by the Murray Chamber of
Commerce and MSC.
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
will have a special "Dedication
Day" on May 16 and all former
pastors of the church are asked
to attend and will be recognized,
according to Rev. Jon Ryberg,
pastor.
The annual Thurman Family
Reunion was held May 8 at the
Murray City Park.

is

40 years ago
: Donald E. Henry of Murray
Has assumed the chairmanship of
the First District of the Kentucky

Husband left home alone
pines for wife on vacation
DEAR ABBY: My wife,
'('arrie.' and I have a vacation home in Florida. Occasionally Came goes down there
for a week or so with her best
While sire's away i
miss her badly and can't wait
for her to call so I can hear
her
voice.
The problem
is she doeslit seelli to
miss me.
Sometimes
she
"forgets" to call
or acts like
Dear Abby she doesn't
want to talk
to me. When
By Abigail
she
gets
Van Buren
home
she
says, "Of course I missed you,'
but it's different when she is
off having fun and I'm the
one stuck at home.
Came says it is normal for
someone on vacation to have
fun and be busy, and it shouldn't matter if I'm not on her mind.
Please tell me -- do I have a
problem, does my wife have
a problem, or do WE have a
problem? -- LONELY HUSBAND IN MINNESOTA
DEAR LONELY HUSBAND: When a man says he
feels neglected, and his wife
forgets to call him when she's
vacationing without him (and
puts quotation marks around the
word "forgets"!) and uses a
phrase like "stuck at home,"
which implies resentment, then
the answer to your question
is you BOTH have a problem. Also, it appears you are
extremely dependent upon your
spouse and could benefit from
developing some outside inter-

Today in History
By. The Associated Pres,
• Today is Thursday, May 14,
the 134th day of 2009. There are
231 days left in the year.
.Today's Highlight la History:
On May 14, 1948, according
us the current-era calendar, the independent state of Israel was proclaimed in Tel Aviv.
• On this date:
In 1509. the Republic of Venice
suffered a crushing defeat at the
heads of French forces in the Battle of Agnadello.
In 1643 Louis XIV became
King of France at age 4 upon
the death of his father, Louis XIII.
In 1787, delegates were to gather in Philadelphia for a convention to draw up the U.S. Constitution. (However, only a few of
the delegates had arrived by this
rime. and the convention did not
get under way until May 25.)
In 1796. English physiciiin

Edward leaner succeeded in inoculating 8-year-old James Phipps
against smallpox by using cowpox Matter.
In 1804, the Lewis and Clark
expedition to explore the Louisiana
Territory as well as the Pacific
Northwest left camp near present-day Hartford, Ill.
In 1900, the Olympic Games
opened in Paris, held as part of
the 1900 World's Fair.
In 1942, Congress voted to
establish the Women's Auxiliary
Army Corps. Aaron Copland's
"Lincoln Portrait" was first performed by the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra,
In 1973, the United States
launched Skylab I, its first manned
space station.
In 1988, 27 people, mostly
teens, were killed when their church
bus collided with a pickup truck
going the wrong way on a high-

Thursday, May 14, 2009 • 3B

way near Carrollton. Ky. (Truck
driver Larry Mahoney served 9
1/2 years in prison for manslaughter.)
In 1998, singer-actor Frank
Sinatra died at a Los Angeles hospital at age 82. The hit sitcom
"Seinfeld" aired its final episode
after nine years on NBC.
Ten years ago: His previous
calls rebuffed, President Bill Clinton finally got through to Chinese President Jiang Zemin: Clinton expiessed hope the two countries could repair the damage to
their relations since the U.S. bombing of the Chinese Embassy in
Belgrade.
Five years ago: Britain's Daily
Mirror newspaper published a
front-page apology after photographs purportedly showing British
forces abus:ng Iraqi prisoners
turned out to be fakes.
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ests or male Mends of your
own
•••
DEAR ABBY: My best
friend of more than 20 years
nas a twaytnend in prison. They
started out as pen pals and
quickly "fell in love." He was
convicted of kidnapping and
committing a sex crime against
a woman. He will be released
from prison soon, after completing his I5-year sentence,
and plans on moving in with
her.
Neither my husband nor I
want to get to know this man,
visit him in their home or
entertain him in ours. My husband is adamant about never
socializing with them.
i cane deeply for my fnend
and want her to be happy, but
I think she's making a huge
mistake. How can I continue
this friendship? -- BEHIND
THE EIGHT BALL
DEAR BEHIND: You can't.
And when she asks yau why
you have withdrawn from her
life, you are going to have to
give her the reason. The idea
that you can maintain a friendship with this woman and
exclude the man who's living
with her is unrealistic, and the
sooner you recognize that fact.
the better off you'll be.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My fatherin-law died unexpectedly a
month ago. At his memorial
service we were given numerous sympathy cards, some of
which contained cash or checks.
Is this commonplace? I asked
other family members: they all
said they hadn't heard of such
a thing.
What are we supposed to
do with the money? We don't
know if there is a particular
custom involving monetary
donations. If you know, please
advise. -- PERPLEXED IN
WASHINGTON
DEAR PERPLEXED: Giving money to the family of
the deceased may be a regional custom. It is done to help
the family defray the cost of
the funeral or other expenses.
Unless individuals prepare in
advance for the unexpected,"
their survivors can be caught
Bat-footed when a death occurs.
Bank accounts can be frozen
until the estate is settled, and
it can take some time for insurance money to kick in. These
donations can mean that the
family has rent money or even
money for food and can be
very meaningful.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

Can St. John's wort
stop the tears?
DEAR DR.GOTT: My problem is that I cry a lot. It seems
everything sets me off — sad
stories, patriotic events, weddings. funerals. etc. I have empathy an,: ayetpathy to spare end
am always the one with the
blotchy face
It
is
so
embarrassing.
I've
always been
an
upbeat,
positive person and see
the silver lining in any
situation.
75
I'm
and in good
By
physical conDr Peter Gott
dition,
except for the tears. I am not
depressed, although dunng yearly physicals. my doctor says I
should take Zoloft. which I do
not want to do.
Do you or any of your readers have a holistic or home remedy that I can try? Please find
me a cure before I drown.
DEAR READER: Since you
have always looked for a silver
lining, take some time to determine what has changed in your
life over recent weeks, months
or years. Did you lose a loved
one, a favorite pet. receive an
unpleasant medical diagnosis or
have a family member go through
a divorce? Have your living
arrangements changed or have
you had a relative or close fnend
move away? Is there a physical reason for the tears? To pinpoint a probable cause for a
change in your emotional state
might be a good first step in

Dr. Gott

correcting

your

unexplained_'

tears.

My initial reaction is that
even at 75, you are experte3ming hormonal changes, since the
tear!. occur during both hae•py
and sad times. Visit your family physician for an examination that includes blood work
and anything else he or she
might recommend. If you are
on any medication — either prescription or over-the-counter -it should be discussed. Perhaps
an uncommon side effect Is
being overlooked. If one or more
drugs are being taken, the combination could lead to unexpected and unwanted side effects.
In terms of holistic ideas,
speak with your physician regarding a trial of St. John's wort
before using prescription medication such as Zoloft. Exuacts.
of St. John's won have been
used for years for a number of
conditions, including mild-tomoderate depression. anxiety and
sleep disorders. Common side
effects include fatigue, Airy
mouth, gastrointestinal symptoms
and sensitivity to sunlight.
Some time ago. the National Institutes of Health indicated
the remedy could reduce die
effectiveness of several prescnpnon drugs. From that report,the
U.S Department of Agriculture
issued a public health advisory
to physicians in 2000 wanting
of the potential adverse interac-'
tions. If you aren't on any prescnption medications that would:
have their effectiveness reduced'
by St. John's wort and your physician agrees to a trial basis, you
might give it a try.

Contract Bridge
The Making of a Miracle
West dealer.
North-South sulnerable
NORTH
07 5
•7 6
•QJ 1085
*9 3 2
WEST
EAST
•J 6 3
•9 8 4 2
V.1 10 3
•54
•A K 7 6 4 3 2 •9
•
*KC/11087
SOE'TH
•AKQ
VA K Q 9 8 2
•—
+A 6 5 4
The bidding:
West
North East
South
4•
Pass
4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
5+
5•
Opening lead — king of diamonds.

utterly hopeless. it was worth trying.
So he ruffed the diamond 1(0.
being careful to trump with the eight.
Ile then played the A-K of hearts,
noting that both defenders followed
suit. Next, he cashed the A-K-Q of
spades, and when everyone again
followed suit. it looked as though the
miracle would actually take place.'
Declarer now made his bid for
fame and fortune. Ile led the deuce
of hearts, and West, whose hand had
been shorn of everything but diamonds and the heart Jack. had to win
the trick. If he next led the ace of diamonds, declarer would discard a
club, and would then discard two
more clubs on West's forced returb
of another diamond to dummy's Q,110.
West tried to extricate himself
from his hopeless position by leading
a low diamond. Dummy won the
It didn't take long for declarer to trick as declarer discarded a club, but
see the contract was pretty hopeless. South returned a diamond and disGiven the bidding. Fast obviously carded another club. West won but
had all six clubs, and he would just again had to lead a diamond, and the
sit there and wait for his three club contract was home.
tricks. South regretted his failure to
Why did South trump the opening
double five clubs, which would have diamond lead with the eigh0
gone down at least four tncks.
Because he needed the deuce to he
Upon further thought, though. sure West could be forced into the
South realized there was a real possi- lead Otherwise, West might have
bility of making the contract, and dropped the 1-10 of trumps under the
since any other line of play was A-K to avoid being endplayed. '
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
75 KIng Fcatun, SN

Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Quick snack
5 Unfreeze
9 Picture border
12 Bank offpriri
13 Eros. in Rome
14 Diamond stat
15 Barge pushers
16 One from the
sticks
17 Matter, in law
18 Checkout scan
20 Kim of 'Vertigo'
22 Suppose
25 Green mineral
27 Burglar s "key"
28 Hip-hop MUSIC
29 Cash, in
Pretoria
33 "— Tiki34 Cleonatra s
snake
35 Green shade
36 Distort as data
38 Barracks bed
39 Attention getter
40 Famous last
word

c3nab I Ez_
WE'D LAKE
VOU TO
CATER oua
'COMPANY
la EXECUTIVE
a PARTY
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I F L L.3

I NEED
MOTIVATION
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'
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LA111
TICE.),

IR DA

4

0
12
15
18

22

33

YOU HAVE A BRCrTHER
WHO LIVES OUT ON
TNE DESERT,DON'T YOU?

11/41
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HE COULD USE A
BETTER HOME COULDN'T I
NE? SURE HE COULD.
50 HERE'S MY IDEA

44,
as,

DID

I NEAR
SOMEONE SAY
5UPPERTIME ?
tina

36

1•
.

19

• UU
sit mi iiUUU
soUU
a
Emil
2'

A:IN0
)
-1-504

42 Slack
43 Atncan equine
Answer to Previous Puzzle
46 Thither and —
47 Wrathful feeling
-A C T
E
48 Stephen King
ETA
novel
.
Gn
O
I 1E
51 Fifth
H I F I
KLA L I F MO
55 Zilch
ANT FARM
I I
56 Bradley or
Shard
SL A
57 Go on foot
C Y C
A
58 Mousse
00 Z
V
A
A
alternatrve
IM
A
59 Cal!
A
60 Byron's works
AR
A
EA
IL
DOWN
WENT
IL D•0
To
1 Diner order
0 VIAIA
EIR
E'S
2 Cash substitute
W AlY
N EE •
R
S A S S
3 Price ticket
5-14 0 2009 United Feature Syndicate inc
4 Happened nest
5 — Almond of
11 Chore
Soft Cell
23 Alcove
19 Twosome
6 Cassowary kin
24 Speeder's
7 Tennis stroke
briefly
penalty
8 Gallup finding
21 Above
25 "Friday the
in verse
9 Vanna s boss
13th" villain
10 General vicinity
22 Genres
26 Dr s visit
28 Compete
1110
at Indy
30 Lhasa —
111111.8
14
13
31 Capone foe
32 Go out with
17
37 Serious
conflict
I
21
39 C.,neap
raingear
41 Georgia city
42
Behold'
liffil
ill
43 Insult wittily
Lai
44 Canal of song
45 Gong
ill
46 Nostalgrc erne
EMI
49 Thurman of
Gattaca
50 Berry product
52 Dispose of
53 Hawaiian
strings
54 — Plaines

ENa

51

52
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
010

068
Hee earned

Legal
Notice

Compensation Mil be based on training and leeching experience and In
accordance wfth the single salary achedule as promulgated by the
C.allowey County Board of Education.
Interested Individuals may obtain an apioileation from the Calloway
County Board of Education 41 2110 College Fenn Road, Murray, KY 4207,,
visit our webeito at www.calkevey.k12.1ty.us or by calling 270-762-7300
Ca'lOway County Schools is an Equal Educanon and Employer Instreunor

13 Murray
WI sass •1 411

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons arid companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

mg Wel
rum;
MOM AT T'NC
PVC AT 91111

FERFOKiiiriiai.

l'entr‘
. Grocer:*
Museum
3138
Poor Farm Rd
into, tours: $5
Ihrough MaySat I i-6. Sun: 1-6
R.0
C. Moon Pies.
:
Chips.

c4u. To lownii.c
YOUR CVOrT TOW'
Brandon
(270)348-4413

Full-time with benefits. High school graduate &
two years combined experience in general
mechanical maintenance, carpentry, welding,
operating tractors and heavy equipment. Must
obtain CDL: pre-employment drug screening.
Application deadline: May 22, 2009. Salary
57.79 hourly.
Apply at; MSU Hunial0 Resources
404 Sparks Hall,

Murray, KY i2071-3312.
Women/minorities encouraged to e.ppy
EEO WF/D. AA
A local specialty contractor is seeking to employ
a Qualified candidate with a background in
construction, safety, and/on biology that has
experience with GIS, AutoCAD, and Microsoft
Office software and is interested in filling a
multi-faceted role that would include performing
safely audits and training, rnomtonng
equipment inventory and equiment
maintenance records, creating spreadsheets.
GIS documents and AutoCAD drawings, and
assisting with report writing and estimating.
The applicant should be organized and capable
of writing professional reports.
Fua-tane pos4inn with merlin. ristirsorrent.
holiday, and vacation benefits.
All applicants must be hard working and
self-motivated individuals with a positive
attitude.
Send Resume to:
P.O. Sox 1040-E
Murray, KY 42071
an equal opportunny employer'

TObeCCO

THE Fish Truck will be
at Murray-Henry
Farmers Co-op
1030.11
Murray Southern
States
1115-12
Thurs. May 21.

FOUND: one small,
black, pot belly pig.
437-4703
LOST:6-no. old ShiftTzu, male, black &
brown, white beard,
lost at Bark Ave.
Murray.(731)247-5995

I
.

ii

Lee& Mall

,-Home Delivery
_I
ino.-..-..-S30.08
Imo..----455.110
1 yr.

lereboissr

NW ----SILO
I yr.

Rest of KY/TN
Purvrar a rhshourn,

3
1 yr.-..S120.00
I Check

-4116.69

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
.....-S75.88
3 MO.
6 me...-. .596.00
1 yr..-.....-S145.60

Money Order

Visa

MX

.1 Name
9

$t. Address

P''te

Zip _

iiytime Ph.
I •
•
Mail this coupon with payment to.
.1
71
:4:
re

When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwark.com'
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

HOME cleaning servic
es. 227-7129
HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Reprars/Upgrades

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (VO)753-1916

TEMPORARY
Sot openings: 4
Hey/Salts & General Agricultural
Workers heeded
Jerry & David Miller
Graves County, KY
06/26/2009-11/07/2009

Wages

S7 25 - $B 00/hour 3/4 of hours Oared on
joboider guaranteed Work loots wiF be provided at
no cost Free housing provided to those vMo cannot
reasonably return to their permanent residence, each
Worklog day Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met Physically able to meet & perform all fob specifications May be required to take
random drug arid/Cr alconoi tests Apply tor this job at
the hearest Ky Office of Erhotby'meht & Training De:man of Woridocce & Employment Services Oleos
using lob li$ting number KY0381863

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-363.3

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S. 12th,
Murray.

I BUY USED
DEER STANDS

436-2626
293-9781

LOVER&TNEs
e

BR1TTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for a Full-Time
Afternoon RN Must
be licensed in the
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for a full-time afternoon LPN position.
We also offer an
excellent benefit package Must be licensed
in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Bntthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOEIAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

Let your graduate know how proud you
are of their achievements by placing your
graauation line to be published in our
Graduation Tab on May 21, 2009.

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Fulf line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
Sony's
Best
KBR
series. On display for
tree delivery & set-up,
surround
custom
sourrol installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Electronics, Inc., con
ner of 8th and Arcadia.
*new.murrayelectron tcsinc.com
(270)753-7567

Jacob,
Congratulations!
We are very proud of you!
Good luck to you!

Deadline for
letters la
May 18th
at 5 p.m.
Cost is $8
per message
No more
than 20
words.

Love,
Mom & Dad

School logo

will be
placed on ad.

MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES r
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753-1918

DISCLAIMER

759.3558

293-0348
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MAINTENANCE WORKER I
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Artacass
For Sale

9

OUR MOS GRADUATES,.4 CLASS ACT

This is a full-time &tun agriculture program position. The instructional
program shall be conducted year-round and shall consist of
organized classes followed by supervision of
all enrollees in the program.
• PURPOSE: To provide for the improvement ct agriculture in
Calloway County
• GOAL: To provide high quality instruction in agriculture to
increase farm income arid related rural commerce
• OBJECTIVES: To train farm operators and managers for a highly
efficient farm operation
"
To improve quality of rural lite
' To increase community interest and involvement in school education
' To prepare young and adult farmers to produce food and fiber
efficiently ano at an economical rate
•
To promote agricultural business and industry in Kentucky

HAZEL SPRING TRASH PICK UP
MAY 18.. la, AND 50
An in previous pick upe, all items must be placed
along the street in front of residential property not
more than 20 feet from the edge of the street. The
contractor will pick up the followir.g: Appliances,
furniture_ wrap metal, bundled limbs & brush,
lava. clippings, etc. The contractor will not pick up
Old tires, battens., haserdous waste of any kind.
household garbage (food), used oil, etc. We advise
you to have your trash out for pick up by Monday
since the contractors will be picking it up in grids
and we do not know in what areas they will begin
This is an annual service paid for from the general
fund of ;..he City of Hazel. This service is provided
to residential property ONLY and is not meant to
be a substitute for regular household trash
removal. Buaniess and Industrial waste is not
included in this pick up. This service is provided
only for residents located within the city limits
City of Hazel 492-8872

4...!---- 610T/C
:•: Advertisers are
'requested to check
the first ineartIon if
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion
Any error should be
reported immediatiely so corrections can
be made.

wanted

Full Time Adult Agriculture Teacher

located at 307 South 8th and 1311 Sooth 16th
Street Murray. KY Interested names must
provide documentation of professional liability
insurance with limits of not lees than 81.000,000
and applicable Workman's Compensation insurance
that covers all employees. Bid bond is required
Successful bidder is also responsible for obtaining
all applicable permits. Time frame for removal
:should be included in proposal Murray-Callow ay
-C,ciiinty Hospital reaerves the right to reject any
:-& all proposals or to waive any informality in the
proposal process. Proposals will be accepted until
1000am CST on Tuesday, May 26, 2009 at the
office of Russ Clendenin, Director of Facilities

treti,753-1916

-1E2

CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT

Murray-Callovray County Hospltal is seeking
proposals to purchase and relocate and/or demolish
and remove to an approved landfill structures

I
.
GET THIS I X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
'
l • - MONTH

1

VISA

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Calloway Co Propane Gee
in Murray has an Of1101.19
fora local propane delivery
tiottruck drhor and tank
set-installer Most haw •
COL-Hazarlat *franker
Excellent pay greet Pens-

Ins Pease call 753-7485
or toll tree tor Warren at
'800-570-4427 an 14/4.
4.151 hrn at
avanwycM Oupgas con'

GOOD used carpeting.
air cond . elec baseboarc & gas heaters,
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109
NN

N. I
II \

•\

LARGE
•SELECTION
IISIO APPlIAN1 ES
WARD Elk/NS

(2/0)153-11.13
1.505 Diagned Dr • Merruis KY 42071

270-753-8556
BEAUTIFUL furniture
for sale. Large dining
room table, six chairs,
cabinet
china
w/
hutch, stainless steel
refrigerator, microwave
& stove, wood desk.
270-873-9917
MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.
We sell new &
used furniture at
areal deals
(270) 761-7653
TOP quality
consignment funirture
accessories and
antiques
Rood Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

I.\ i s
•-•1111

500 gal. gas tank, $150
gas. Call 293-3816,
293-2442.
GOLF Cart
2004 EX-GO, Model
TXT, head & tail ligNs
759-1020, 293-7133.
NEW children's books,
coloring
&
story
Starling at 25s each.
121h,
404N.
75}4163:

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water. sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included No PETS!
320
For flint

L

"'OWNER Finance-•
16x80, 2BR, 2BA.
$2,950 down, $460
month. 55 Jessica
Lane, Call 753-1011
1993 38R. 2BA on
rented country lot
614,000. 227-3623
1999 Southern, 16x80.
3130, 28A, Excellent
condition.
(270)489-2525
1999
REDUCED
16x70
Fleetwood
2BR. .2BA all appliincluding
ances
garbage disposal, covered porch. metal storage building, carport
Located Fox Meadows
731-247-3046
Howes For Rent

2BR. 1 bath 5 miles
north of Murray
(270)752-0461
Lots For Rent

Is I \ VI I's

www.murraykyapartments.cum
270467-9111
Specializing in newly built

Farads I

Ni

ill Ii I.lip

TOO 1-111116-54S-1633 Ext. 283
ONE MONTH PEKE RENT vim I YRAlt LEASE
One mud Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat ist Air
- ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS S• 8 M • 11 IN • I PM -4 PM

Lots for rent, restncted
2000 & newer. $110
per month Includes
mowing & water
492-8488

1 BR & 1 efficiency apt
Utilities paid. Deposit &
lease required. 5 miles
south on 641. No pets
753-0859, 753-5214.
1 BR apt, various loacations. Coleman RE.
Move in tree days
753-9898
1BR Apt, some utialies
paid, no pets
1280/mo. 767-9037

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
1601 Ridgewood.
2BR, 28A Duplex, all
appliances, including
W&D. Call
(606)561-5133
if3R & 2BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no pets.
753-2905
2 BR apt near M9U:
Move in free days.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2 BR townhouses on
Stadium View Rd with
w/d Starting at $475.
Please call 753-7559
2BR Duplex. C/H/A, all
appliances. newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259
2BR Duplex. Carport
Call 227-7414
28R duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR townhome 1.58A.
W/D, 2-car garage.
5695/rent,
$500/deposit,
1-year lease, no pets
1401
293-3904
Diuguid Dr.
2BR, 2BA. No pets.
References & deposit
required 5395/month.
753-3949
2BR, patio, no pets
$355/mo. 293-6070
3 BR duplex Coleman
RE 753-9898

3BR. 2Ba duplex
Great location. Ouie
neighborhood. C/H/A
all appliances, carport
porch. 1800 A Valley
Dr. $700./mo.
753-53444 BR, 2 BA, all appliances Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898
908 Hillwood Dr. 2bedrooms. 1 -bath
apartment. $410/mo.
Water & trash pick-up
included.
(270)227-3331

for
TOWNHOUSES
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA.
refrigerator.
ovel,
stove. wasner & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month. Firat
month 1/2 off. Call
270-348-0458.
VERY nice 2BR, 441
appliances. 270-7505885. 270-293-7085.::

2 BR, very nice.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
283 Bedroom house!:
Lynn Grove, Murray'.'
94East, lease &
deposit required.
753-4109
3BR, 2BA, Hardwood:
floors, newly remodeled. 701 Broad St.
$500 month, no nett.:
293-3710
CLOSE to campus, :
4BR, washer/dryer.
$700 monthly.
(270)705-2817.
(270)436-5085
Storage Rentals

.

A&F Warehousing
.Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
:

HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances,
water, sewer, trash,
electric included.
$550/mo.
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3EIR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/H/A. W&D,
$600- 2 people $6753 people. water,
sewage & trash furnished, no pets
(270)293-3710
LARGE nice 1BR all
appliances. 270-759
5885. 270-293-7085
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
VERY nice 2BR, 2BA,
many extras, including
all
appliances
&
garage. 902 A N. 20th
St. Available June lat
6650. 753-6344

N.0)‘1, mil N.
\Mr '
,Mk Sr.,

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE."'
720 S. 4TH ST. .
Corner of 121S. & Grendlilla
HIE10 $25 10115 $48
(270) 436-2524
1270) 2934906 -,
MURRAY Store ar(ia
Lock presently hqs
units available
753-2905
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PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY• MAY 16• 10:00 AM

SPRINGVILLE.TN

MILITARY HONORS

Auction hold on property at 5671 E Antioch Rd

FURNITURE & ANTIQUES
ern

lvt
•urray'KY•42071

1304- Wells Boulevard
rDRIVING DIRECTIONS From 12th & Main Take Nord' 121r Street 01 Miles To
Wells BIe Proceee
'
*ins Posted

QUM Iffik ADJOINING

A NICE HOME LOCAlit

MURRAY STATE UNIWIRSITY CAMPUS!
REAL ESTATE: e,- 1490 Sq
BeCrODM
Ete,
SiDed Home Feati,,ry
P)onl, Farndy Room Kaceen HardivaoC I-100N Utrty Room & Geer& Heat &
.reef/ Features ',dude A Nee Covered Pa'o Coecrele Dr ve Sidewalks & Storage
• JildrigMeniShop* .0Jr S tuatec Or, A Weil-ParreaneJ 60 x217 Lot
Real Estate Sells At 6-00 PM Absolute To The Highest Bidder.
AUCTION WILL BE NEW ON SITE
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alexanderauctions.com
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AUCTIONS & REALESTATE SALES
Martin E. Alexander CAI, Auctioneer,
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nsulated, gas heat
Located
406
1,2
Sunbury Once
270-436-2935.
L5,000
5,000 sq.ft.
for lease.
2 commercial
tables 70%
off. Price
negotiable
97Z-0742

L

N

P0 Box 1040• Murray

[121
11.1rrisatit
A Leader in Land Marketnw
-Sow Prottrssoonal Auchaneers'

Stonugs Rentals]

ON BEAc

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753 9600

MINI
IISTORAGE
--#0111111II

Units•Climate Contr
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity

Quittaquott tops sewing
& knitting materials.
collectibles, tools
treadmill
excercise bike
Antiques household
items computer
clothes, old trunks.

AKC Great Dane pup
pies, shots & wormed,
awns-blacks. $800.
$100 deposit
270-978-6609
BRUSSELS
Griffon
female pup $175.
270-748-5575.
DOG Obedience
436-2856
GOLDEN Retriever
puppy. Border Collie
puppy for adoption.
(270)753-5904

WANTED a good
farm/country home
with a canng family tor
a nearly two-year old
beautiful Walker coon
hound without papers
Call 270-436-2391
evenings/weekends
Call 270-809-4745
days
YORKIE puppies, 2femlae, 1 -male. $150
270-978-c'225.

GRAIN fed Jersey.
Guernsey. Holstein.
Black Angus, ready to
kill (270)435-4675
227-6441
Pure breed young
Angus bulls tor sale
753-8848 before 8pm

Yard Sale

MOVING
SALE
1410
N. 12TH ST
SAT
5-16
6-?

YARD SALE
2022 DOUGLAS
ROAD (1536)
FRIDAY MAY 15
7AM-2PM
Dakota 16' Saddle
serstano. full sets
Golfdlubs wtbagCobra & Wilsor, xmas
decor, lighted 36- cab-

inet, brass candle
holders, picture

frames Japanese tea
set, misc

8 FAMILY
GARAGE SALE
205 VALENTINE
ROAD
NEW CONCORD,
FOLLOW SIGNS.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-T
Commercial cement
mixer, bicycles kid
clothes. furniture,
2 dirt bike, 22in
wheels

YARD SALE
2320
BETHEL RD
641N turn on
new 80
left on 1483

Friday May 15
8-4
Suntanna Tanning
bed, lots of
home decor,
cancelled if raining
YARD SALE
54 GIBBS
STORE RD
FRIDAY
8:00-7
SATURDAY
8-12
Everything IS 25c
or less. Something
for everyone
293-1524

'Daytime Phone.
'Service Member's Name.
'Rank:

Branch of Service

'Number of Years Served.

4
Rana Rada

-

_
YOL,,
•,,p1 woods adjoin this '3
bedroom immaculate one level home.
Many new updates with garage space
for 4+ cars- Video available.

(270) 443-6737

400

1

Yard Pais

1121te Property

YARD SALE
704 POPLAR ST
FRI-15TH
SAT- 16TH
Furniture, clothesof all sizes, Vera
Bradley purses,
luggage, old iron
bed, king size box
spring & mattress,
tools, something for
everyone.
YARD SALE
901 NORTHWOOD
DRIVE, BEHIND
CAIN'S, CALL
270-492-8272 FOR
MORE DETAILS.
THUR, FRI, SAT
8:00-1:00
Clothing, baby items,
shoes, a little bit of
everything.
410
Rut* UM

ALL NEW WATERFRONT LAND SALE
Sat & Sun May 16 &
17
3.01 AC LAKEFRONT
Only $99,900
Includes private
Boat Dock!
Spectacular Kentucky
Lake. Excellent owner
financing,
Call now

DAM'S NOM

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

•No.ifiny •ftemiklelues
-Repazr3 'Insured
•Nojob too small .

Call 753-5606

16 acres, good building
sites, road frontage on
Iwo sides. West of
Murray. Price or quick
sale. 293-5215

great neighborhood on

Mureav Ledger & Tern, I•,
linusing AKI 'notne
(ii real raate ...1i.erti,ed herein
mbject et the Federal Fair
idosing Act, oho.), makes it
tO ad,eff, ano rooterencr. limitation or dnenroina.
non heed on fa, color, re!,
clan. nn. handicap iamrliai .4.1
is. to national ongin of Mien
'ion to mako an; such preter•
ewess hilrlitalt011, or diniennindnon
state laws iorhid des n minatke
n the ,ak rental or advert-sin;
.4 neal estate 1,r-est on tat/or,
....1,11tion to those prole,
..sier federal Lin
53..
knoninglo oeept ono
ad;ernsong tor real ostate oh .1'
s net in ,io.latIon the
are 11,-,b, inform, '
that all J.ellin4,,adkert,e.1 ,•,
available tin an equal orp.
114
,
1,

or further a...Islam... .1th
/lousing Advert,-1,..
contac
,
.•
Rene
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1992 Geo Storm,
158,000 miles, $1,000
Please calf 978-7277

Henry Street.
owners relocating.
must se&
812-677-1046
313R, 2BA, forrnal dining room, new roof.
quiet neighborhood
SW Villa Owners relocating Call for app!
753-3431
MURRAY Estates 3
BR. 2 5 BA.
Immaculate. tastefully
decorated 5 acre
lot.Low 200's.
767-2246

BOB'S R V Service
Wheels to roots and
everything in between
years experience
Call anytime 270-8732503 or 270978-2276

Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
teal Vacuuming
Sailislaction guauranksal

rove

AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 675.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

SPECIAL!!!

pick up any pictures you have dropped off at the Murray Ledger & Times.

Birth announcement, engagement, sports.special sections in the classifieds etc

Nliteheli
(met

.wir,.-uweicrxv

759-0501
753-1537
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
work
hoe
Installation and repair
on septic systems
No..v offering septic
tank pumping
978 0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
12701 293-8726'00
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

T R.V% IS
ASPHALT
Seakwatho1
& Hauling
1 oNV TN 55 I

270-753-2279
Outdoor
Service Lawns. shrubs,
bushogging.
blade work.
H-436-5277
C-978-0543
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting. fix-its &
repairs, decks pressure
washed and
star,
-.,-1 436-2228

This 1X1.5
could be

yours

for ONLY $85
per Month.
Up to 20 words

753-9562

Don't Forget

ALL Carpentry
iiRemodeiing
'Screened Porches
"Garages
'Water & Termite
Damage
'Decks
"Home, Mobile Home
Repair
Larry Nimmo
227-0587
753-2353
ALLEN'S Painting
Interior, Exterior
25 years exp
Free Estimates
270-804-8439

BRANDON'S

(270)753-1916
NEW 2.100sg.ft. brick
28R. 28a, sun porch, 227-9641
garge, hilltop acre, gas. AFFORDABLE
in Murray $147.000
Carpentry
270-519-8570.
'
Sagging floors
'Root
Leaks
New 2-4
•Sheetrock
Bedroom homes in
'Decks
Rivet-field Estates.
No job too small
SBG Real Property
WU Electric.
Prormionals
Since 1956
I
293-7872
24 Noun novice
Re,. Corn . & Ind
We Buy
Licensed & Insured
Houses!
All jobs - big or small
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure
761-HOME
761HOMECOM

•Finsacios Avaglabk
227-2617
474-0586

ASPHALT
2000 Ford
F-250
Superduty. good truck.
new tires
270-519-6230.
1990 Chevrolet/truck .
200,xxx-miles.
767-4236, 293-1155.

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
3BR. 2BA new conCampbell
struction.
Estate. Great price
Call for appt
753-3966. 293-9747
3BR, 1 BA. move
inready home.

• CHAVIS REAL
ESTATE & AUCTION

1997 Buick LaSabre
white, all leather interior, excellent condition
116,000 miles
753-8630
1994 Grand-Prix
Pontiac. in good condi
lion, Call after 7:00.
(270)435-4241

1-800-704-3154

812 %Pannell Ave,

753-3853

USED TIRES

Contury„. Loretta Jobs Realtors'
753-1492 or 227-0794

.4/I Size

to

42071

tAddress:

or have family land!

ESTATE SALE
1605
SUNSET DR.
FRI & SAT
6:00-7

KY

Your Name

Zero down, easy financing!

lu92898- rtrtnkc
lots more

t [ION

360
Storage Rentals

LEDGER StrIMES

for 1st time buyers who own land

40)(40 metal building

JB Burkeen
T-4- US Army
3 years

MURRAY

(AA) Government Funds available

Call or Moil Our Websile vierscharrittauelorts.com

r0-2

by Monday., May 18 at 3 p.m.

239 University Street • Martin. TN 38237
Ph - 731.587-4244 • Email:

JACK Russell male
puppies, born 4/1
$75.00. (270)994-0289

WY Burt
Sr
a

Submissions must be received

ToQi,s, Skil Table Saw. Skil Band Saw •
Vac • Bench Grinder'Hand & Yard Tools
MISCELLANEOUS, Dishes • Cooking Uteriails • Toys
CHINA:
Pfletzgreff China' Cutgless •1
Angles. • Amber Glass
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF COSTUME JEWELRY
isle wasts11-1- Si nen.alexand re (*lens cord
10% Buyer's Premium added to final hid.

5% 5%&1I1

•rk

thoto)

& Tablet'Dolt Dishes • Children Books

AOSOLUTE ESTArE AUCTION
*

The Murray Ledger & Times is honoring
soldiers past and present with a salute to
our local military personnel.
You can participate by sending a photo of
your active-duty or veteran family member for inclusion in our military salute to
he displayed Saturday. May 23rd. For
.nly $10.00 per photo.(one person per

Oak Dining Table - Octagon Center Lag,
Mahogany Colored Top Table & 6 Chaim
'Marble Top Desk • Tell CIty Comer
Cupboard'Antique 3/4 Walnut Jenny
Lynn Bed' Victorian Chair w/Needlepoint
• Needlepoint Foot Stool • Living Roori
Couch'2 Occasional Chairs'Sofa
i
Recliner • End Tables'Glass Curio
Cabinet • Bedroom Suits With Bed &
Wardrobe Cabinet 'Occasional Arme
Chair • Wrought-Iron Table w/Glass Top •
1/2 Bed • Dressers • King Size Bed • Wash
Stand'Cane Rocker * Chrome Dinett
Table' Side Table • Round Oak Dining Tabl
• Baby Cradle • Beveled-Edge Mirror With
Carved Oak Frame'Sony TV'Dell Corn
outer'Frigidaire Washer & Dyer • Amen
SxS Refrigerator • Goldstar Microwave'
Diamond Edition Kirby Vacuum • Cede
Chest • Floor & Table Lamps'Large Are
Rugs • Nutone Wall Clock w/chimes'Ha
Boxes'Cedar Chest
tOLLECT18LE • Antique Wagon Whee
For a Table • Brass Bed • Ship Helm Whee
• Butcher Block w/Pot Rack • Brass • 01
Canvas Painting •2 Chinese Plaques • S*51
Tilornes Clock 'Quilt Rack 'Treadle Sew
Ing Machine'Singer Elec. Sewing Ms
chine'Buggy Lap Rug'Child's Slate

a oar

14. 20119 • 511

293-8377. 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clear
out garages, gutters
iunk & tree work
DIM Lawn Care
227-8575

Over SO years exp.
Nalv & lrwallatum
98 dati wine as cash ail
753-7728

CHRIS W11 II 551s
t oNsTkt
io•
osering all
ionstructiori needs
Nem too Remodeling
Qooality& UTiordable
29.4-36118

11011MR
ELECTRIC
270-227-3574
tremboustonelecticco.corn
BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS
4.AudiJ *Vide°
'•Home Theatre

'Sales 'Service .Install
(270) 227-9212

SCAM Applaanres
Metal Storm Winetrm& &
Snap Metal &Ilene« & tole,
Farm E
en, CrRaTK,

270-293-5624

CLASSIFIEDS

68• Thursda), Mas 14, 2009

Nturrav Ledger & Times

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

FISHING

REAL ESTATE

•Jones Fisn & Lake 'Colt-Lake living in
Free Tennessee Finished 3
Management
villas
1 -800-662- bedroom
Catalog,
3474 Free Gamefish $139,900, Golf-Front
Garnefish Parcels Only $29.900
Delivery,
Stocking,
Pond w/40% discount at May
Call
Sale
Aeration.
Fountains. 16th
Tennessean
Land
Aquatic Weed Control
Canada Goose Control. Sales today 1(888)9399099
Floating
Docks
•One order. One check
www JonesFish corn
'WATERFRONT LAND
One smart move, Save
SALE' 301 acre lakeFOR RENT
time and money by
front, only $99,900
making one call to
•Try 'twiny kyrents org- a
includes private boat
place a 25-word classifor
service
FREE
Spectacular
dock'
fied in 70 Kentucky
renters and landlords,
Lake
Kentucky
newspapers for only
Custom
searches.
Saturday/ Sunday. May
$250 For more inforamenities. photos, dnv16/17 Excellent owner
mation, contact the
ing directions. and
financing, Call Now 1classified department
more'
800-704-3154
of this newspaper or
call KPS 1 -502-223HELP WANTED
SPORT1NG/SPORT
8821
ING GOODS
'Going on tour, Travel
'Want to be a journal- the country with unique
'STAY AND PLAY at
ist? If you want to work group promoting circuone of Kentucky's top
in the fascinating and lation for maior publishgolf courses Cherry
fulfilling field of print ers
sign-on
$500
Blossom, Georgetown
Journalism, we can bonus
performance
502-570-9489
Call
help. The Kentucky based incentives Call
about Stay and Play,
Press Association is Debbie 877-539-8673
including
furnished
offering a one-week
•Ky Health Training: townhorne, golf lor four.
Journalism Boor Camp,
Nurse Aide Training,
TRUCK DRIVERS
July 6-10. in Frankfort
Phlebotomy training.
HELP WANTED
Training is excellent for
Lexington
entry-level newspaper
Trucking
•BIH
Georgetown.
Day.
reporters, reporters-toDriver
Night, Weekend class- Company.
The
free-lancers.
be or
es 859-963-2901, 888- Trainees Needed! No
cost is $179 for one2 7 4
2 0 1 8 CDL- NO PROBLEM!
week of pnnt journalism
widievenurseardetraining- Earn up to $900/ week.
training but if you regisendorsed
Company
center.com
ter by June 1 the cost is
CDL Training. Job
only $100. Participants *Paid Apprentice. HS
assistance. Financial
can commute or will Grads ages 17-34
assistance. 888-780find affordable lodging Electronics, engineer5539
nearby. Only 15 seats ing, communications.
are available for the etc. Great benefits. •CDL-A Flatbed Drivers.
class. Deadline to reg- Relocation avail. Call Weekends Home, Paid
42e/ mile.
up to
ister is June 26, unless Mon-Fri (800)282-1384
Benefits Paid vacation.
all seats fill before then.
home•Parl-Time,
6 months OTR exp.
For more information,
based Internet busi800-441-4271
req'd
go to www.kypress.com
$500Earn
ness.
xKY-100
or call the Kentucky
$1000/ month or more.
Press Association at
Flexitee hours. Training 'COL-A OTR Drivers:
(502) 223-8821.
provided. No selling Experience 1 year in
AUCTIONS
required. FREE details. the past 2 years.
Excellent pay. home
www K738.com
•Land Auction- Powell
time & Benefits_ 1-800River Frontage and 'Travel- Work- Party326-8889.
Large Acreage Tracts- Play. Play in Vegas.
&
Mies
Claiborne County, TN. Hang in LA, Jet to New "Driversin York! Hiring 18-24 girls/ Freight: Positions availAcres
363-ePinnacle View Estates guys. $400-800 weekly. able ASAP! CDL-A with
offered in 32 tracts. PAID expenses Are tanker required. Top
174+/- Acre Mountain you Energetic, Fun & pay, premium benefits
MORE!
Retreat Looking for a great job? and MUCH
River
and
Call or visit us online,
offered in 4 tracts. Call 1-888-741-2190
8 7 7 - 4 8 4 - 306 1
Auction May 30 at
INSTRUCTIONAL
www.oakleytransport.c
NOON held at Lincoln
University •Attend College Online OM
Memorial
Cafeteria. from Home! 'Medical
Campus
"FREE CDL Class-A or
View property at your 'Business •Paralegal
B training completed
leisure. Auctioneers will •Computers Criminat
within 3 weeks with
be on site on Tract 14
Justice. Job piacement
employment assistance
May 16 and 24 from 1 assistance. Computer
for qualified applicants.
Contact available. Financial aid
to 5 PM
Must be LAID OFF and
Seneff if qualified. Call 866Russell
Collecting
(TNe6166) Woltz & 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
Unemployment to qualiAssociates, Inc. Real www.CenturaOnline.co
fy. TRUCK AMERICA
& rn
Brokers
Estate
866-244TRAINING
Auctioneers
3644
'Class-A CDL Training
(TN#27521. 800-551BBB accredited. Tuition *Help Wanted. Join Wil3588 woltz.com
Reimbursement avail- Trans
or
Lease
BUILDINGS
able. Job placement Company Driver proassistance. Call Delta
Pregram. Enjoy our strong
Inc.
•EBC,
Academy. 1
Steel Career
freight network. Must be
Engineered
7am800-883-0171
23 888-229-8712
Buildings
7pm. Mon-Sun.
Corn ponents.
'Help Wanted. No Truck
Farm. •FREE
Commercial.
Heavy
Driver Expenence- No
Church, Riding Arena. Equipment
Operator Problem Wil-Trans will
30-200 Wide Clear Training
completed
teach you how to drive.
Span. Winchester. KY within 30 days with
Company sponsored
859-744-2368
employment assistance
CDL Training. Must be
for qualified applicants
23. 888-428-6374
•HUGE
SAVINGSMust be LAID OFF and
Steel Arch Buildings. 3
Join
Collecting 'OTR DriversRepo'd, 20x24, 25x30
Unemployment to quali- PTL! Up to 34cpm.
Selling for balance
fy. AMERICAN HEAVY REQUIRED 12 months
owed! Display disEQUIPMENT TRAIN- experience and CDL-A
Call
counts available.
Our 10-14 days. No
ING 866-280-5836
Today, 1-866-352-0716
felon or DUI past 5
LIVESTOCK/LIVEyears. 877-740-6262.
BUSINESS
STOCK FOR SALE
vAvw.ptl-inc.com
SERVICES
"Selling 125 Fall
NETWORK
•DISH
Calving bred Heifers
Satellite TV systems
West KY select Bred
installed FREE this
He,fer Sale Tuesday.
week, 100+ Channels
May 19, 7pm, KY-TN
bank
No
$9.99
Livestock Market.
McGREW SIDING
account needed, No
Guthrie KY See Heifers
& WINDOWS, INC.
$$$ down needed,
at
Save up to 30%
Call
(866)689-0523
www.ca uky edu/bredup to $1,500 on
now for details'
approval
heifer
replacement
windows. Call for all
siding & window
needs.
Licensed & Insured
11,enillen aanite
(270)293-2494
,& Marble

'DIVORCE with or with
out Children $95 00
name
FREE
With
documents
change
(wife only) and marital
settlement agreement
Fast and easy Call us
24hrs/ 7days 1-888789-0198

ROOM
LAWN CAM

YOG GROW 11
Is 310i4 IT'
0)227-.97415

3301 191: at121N.

753-8087
!

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal.
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
.14 \
\ I FAO()1"..!'
r
iii%11.114,1
•54.1
•I icc edites
•I cc eslinialt,
tel
I 5--44I6-5983

ek:kups
‘r
• ,e-•
• locally eenedluperated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
YARDS to mow
270-435-4216

SITE prep utilities &
construction
demo
matenals tor contractors & home owners,
bank gravel limestone
fill dirt, sand. top soil &
shoreline
materials

Aldridg• & lAcCuloton

REUBEN'S Lawn Care
Sending Calloway &
Marshall County Local
and dependable Free
Estimates
293-2797
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Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
'Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
'Slump Removal "All modem epquipmeri
•4 hour emergency service .Licensed & Insurad

Ron Frame Jr.

I

Res: 270-474-0323• Cell- 270-227-3140
'No jot s complete until customer is satisfied -

Column
males &
eek
15ket
alel
colors,
old ,
female Heatthy, beau
tiful & sweet Also
adult cats. male &
female 436-6275

FREE 2 Boxer lab
mixes, 2 years old
978-1565

Salute Armed Forces Day by thanking
a Kentucky Army, Air Guard member
FRANKFORT. Ky. - This Armed Forces Day. Saturday, salute the
Armed Forces by thanking a Kentucky Army or Air National Guard
member for their service.
Armed Forces Day was championed by President Harry S.
Truman who led the effort to establish a single holiday for citizens
to come together and thank our military members for their patriotic
service in support of our country.
On August 31, 1949, Secretary of Defense Louis Johnson
announced the creation of an Armed Forces Day to replace separate
Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force Days. The single-day celebration stemmed from the unification of the Armed Forces under
one department - the Department of Defense. Residents can learn

Detense link:
at
more about Armed Forces Day
http://www.defenselink.mil/afd/
Another way to salute Armed Forces Day in Kentucky is to support the Kentucky National Guard Memorial. Funds are being raised
now to construct a memorial to be located at the entrance to Boone
National Guard Center in Frankfort.
Anyone who would like to learn more about the etTort. offer
assistance or to make a donation are urged to contact the Kentucky
National Guard Memorial Fund, Inc. at PO Box 5466, Frankfort,
KY 40602 or e-mail at info@kyngmemonal.com or on the web at
www.kyngmemorial.com.
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Horoscope
for

BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Friday, May 15, 2009:

This year, others often look up
to you as a leader and/or someone in authority. The respect
given might feel good, but on
another level, it will demand a
certain amount of diligence. At
times, this respect could feel like
a burden. In the long run, listen
to your instincts. You might not
choose to share everything you
know. men you will say little,
If you are single, give yourself a
year before declaring you are in
a relationship. People you meet
this year might not be everything they seem. If you are
attached, share more of your
feelings. You will learn that your
sweetie doesn't intend a lot of
what he or she does or says.
AQUARIUS pushes you into
the limelight.

of charisma. Clearly others see
you as much more than you realize. Share your enioyment of
understanding new ideas and
concepts. Tonight: So many invitations, you might have a hard
time choosing.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Your ability to move
past the obvious earmarks your
plans. You could get through a
lot of work if others would let you
focus. Consider screening calls
and closing your door. Be wise
about how long you isolate yourself. Tonight; Celebrate TGIF
with several friends.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Don't think even for a
moment that someone isn't
noticing your attitude and broad
smile. Your love of life and the
moment could make a big difference. Initiate conversations that
you have been putting off. You
might not have the answers right
away. Tonight: Kick up your
heels.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** On some level, focus is
already on your home life. Check
out an investment or project
carefuliy. A co-worker lets you
know more of how he or she
admires your abilities. If possible, consider doing more work
from home, Tonight: Homeward
bound.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You might not be as
sure of yourself as you would
like others to think. Take your
time making important decisions,
knowing where you are heading.
Investigate an offer that stems
from a child or loved one.
Tonight: Reconnect on a deeper
level.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Let others -- especially
family members -- express their
desire to make a difference. Your
childlike side emerges when
dealing with a loved one. child or
maybe even a pet. The ability to
let go easily could determine

how healthy and successful you
Tonight Movies and
munchies
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19)
***** You cannot settle for
anything less than what you
want Use your strong drive and
energy Be more upbeat with
others and help them touch
base with the positive side of life
Tonight Whatever knocks your
socks off
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might be relieved that
the workweek is ending On the
other hand, you still might not be
in the mood tot much else Clear
your desk and get as much done
as possible Stop and buy a card
or little gift for a loved one
Tonight Listen to your intuition

could be

BORN TODAY
Singer Tnni Lopez (1937)
former Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright (1937) actor

Joseph Cotton (1905)
•
•
•

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:

4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Meetings reveal more

labam

than you want to hear. Knowing
which direction to head in
specialty
a
to
evolves
Understanding others helps
point to the correct path. Tonight
Find your fhends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Take a stand in a situation
Don't compfomise as a result of
a loved one or another person's
reaction. Allow more for creative
insights. You might feel as if you
always have to take the lead
Tonight: A must show.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Seek out experts and
don't worry so much about doing
something differently. Listen to a
friend who always seems to care
and points in a new direction
Take off early rather than lapse
daydreaming. Tonight
into
Forget the tried-and-true (for
now).
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** A partner or several individuals demand all your attention. You might not complete
everything you need to, but you
will understand where others are
coming from. Flex and don't gel
uptight about this change of
events. Tonight: Togetherness
counts.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Others seek you out, without you needing to do anything
dramatic or adding the Leo asse!

MOWING & Trimming
scheduled
Reliable
lawn maintenance Any
size yard in town or
county. Tree trimming,
shrubs, mulch etc
available. Call Steve

809 Coldwater Rd •Hurray,KW 42071
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www.dinhqfc.corn
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767-9178

Locairef"-oree`,

KEN S Drywall &
Painting Custom
Drywall & Painting,
small or large Call
Ken 0 (731)363-5471
&
pointing
TUCK
repel.. All types masonry. brick, stone, block.
No job too large or too
small. R.L. Blalock
906-6391, 873-2139.
Free Estimates.

Power
MURRAY
Wash
Commercial
Residential. Vinyl siding, soffits, dumpster
pads, sidewalks, drive
ways, drive thrus, parking lots and gum
removal. (270) 2937063, (270) 293-7022.
Fully Insured.

Comwravey &frees',
01402p/es
offe corfree.s at /trews
aat mateci-s to yea
crow- cooNraffiti
ffealyeer;

Quicker, Better,
Chwapecl
• int & Ext Painting
• Handyman Work
• Carpentry
• 30 years exp
(270)29346843
(270)489-2069

Care available throughout school
break & summer break. Cali us for
information about drop-in stays!

REMEMBER
TO
OUT

109 S. 13+ St. • 733-3227

ALSO

CHECK
ON

THREE LOCATIONS TO Sainte VOW
WEE CARE

THE

US
WEB

Omurray-ky.net

WEE CARE TOO
70 S. mh st< • 7624202
WEE CARE H
309 Coldwater itd. • 759-3423
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